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THE POSSIBILITY OF A SCIENCE
OF EDUCATION.

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION.

Can there be a science of education as there is a science
of mathematics, of pliysics, of medicine, or of ethics ; are
there edu ational facts or principles capable of discovery
and systematization which are so fundamental, universal and
important as to differentiate educational science from every
other

; and, further, is a study of such educational science of
service to the educator by furnishing him with instruments
of insight which will be valuable in the determination of the
true purpose of education and of ways and means to its

attainment? This, in brief, is the problem submitted for
investigation.

No argument is necessary to demonstrate the important
practical bearing of the problem proposed. Its solution affects
in a most profound and vital way every phase of educational
procedure. More especially is this true in regard to the prep-
aration of teachers. If the foregoing questions are answered
in the negative, the so-called professional training of teachers
is "a delusion and a snare," and had better be dispensed
with. On the other han'', if an affirmative answer should t)o

given to these questions every teacher, from the kindergarten
to the university, would be rendered more efficient by a cer-

tain quantum of a suitable kind of preliminary professional

training.

The problem is an old and familiar one and has in some
form or other received the attention of scholars and practical
men from the earliest times.
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With tlie modern scientific movement the subject has
naturally come prominently into the foreground of public

consciousness, and has received extended and scholarly treat-

ment at the hands of many eminent philosophers and scientists.

The view advocated by many of these writers—especially by
university men— is, in brief, that science being abstract and
universal, and the child concrete and individual, there can be
no science of education properly so called ; and, further, that
as knowledge, natural aptitude and successful experience are
the prime requisites of tlie successful teacher, pedagogical
training is unnecessary and may do more harm than good.

Public sentiment, however, which history has proved to be
at times more sane than current pliilosophy, has persisted in a
constantly-increasing demand for more thorough and continued
professional training on the part of the teacher.*

The increased attention given to the subject during recent

years in all civilized countries is phenomenal, and would seem
to indicate an almost universal sentiment in favor of the
importance of, and necessity for, such training; e.g., in the
Province of Ontario, Canada, the annual government grant
for teachers' salaries and other expenditure, not including
buildings, in such professional schools was in 1870, $17,169.74;
in 1890, 852,532.00; in 1900, 874,518.00.

The demand for professional training, formerly confined
almost exclusively to the elementary school, has recently

•It must be admitted, howeTcr, that there are evWenoM to show that in many,
perhapn the majority of, cases citizens have no very cleariy.<leflne<l reasons to assign
tor this additional burden ot taxation, and, in cjues where the selection ol a trained
instead ol an untrained teacher involves personal «nancial loss or the sacriUce of
private interests politiral or otherwise, the results are often such as to Indicate that
sentiment in favor ol professional traininf bag not become sufficiently inftrained to
lorra a strong motive lor action. As an example we may dte the conditions which
obUio In the State ol Illinois. In the report ol the State Superintendent ol Education
(June, lOODwe find (p. 16) that Illinois h,i,f.-o normal universities and two normal
schools with a total government expenditure ol »»l.-!,398.48, and yet that (p. 43) "not
one teacher in live has been either li1.ir.i!ly educated or trained In a state normal
school." The reiiort also shows (p. 3) that the lowest salary paid lor a male teacher is
#12.50 per month, and for a female teacher ?3.00 per month.
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made itself felt in connection with the high scliool, and in
compliance with this demand many universities have estab-
lished departments of educatioa

In the educational world, as along other lines of human
ctivity, the necessity for co-operation is being realized as
*ver before. The university, the secondary and the elemen-

tary schools are beginning to see that the interests of each are
bound up in, and dependent upon, the success of the others.
The low estimate of university training formerly entertained
by many teachers of elementary schools is rapidly giving place
to a feeling of true appreciation, while, at the opposite pole,

ignorance of the elementary school system of one's country is

not now considered a sine qua nan for scholarly reputation.
In no case is this change of attitude from one of disregard

to one of sympathetic and attentive consideration more evi-
dent than in the interest shown by university men in the
problem here under discussion.

With a view to determine in a general way the opinion held
by university professors regarding the value of professional
training for teachers I prepared a circular and sent it to
presidents and heads of departments of American universities
considered to be most representative. Sixty-three replies were
received. Of these nine were from presidents of universities,
and with only four exceptions the remainder were from heads
of departments. Thirteen replies were from professors of the
department of philosophy, eleven from natural science, eight
from classics, five from mathematics, four from English,
six from teaching and seven from other departments. The
replies from professors of teaching departments are not
included in this report*

The following is a summary of questions submitted and
replies received :

—

• For .UtemenM o( viei™ hi-lcl by profei.TOn, in tfarhing dcpurtment lee report of
th« cmnultec on "The Certification ol Toil, so «,„! Unlvemity Cr,d„.te, a, Tearhei.

Pm^
S<!liool«'' in The Sctorf Hevteu; June, 1S99, The Univemity ol ChlM»o



The Possibility of a Science of Education.

1. Do you consider tliat the present system of professional

training, e.g., Normal Scliools or University Depart-
ment of Pedagogy, is desirable for teachers in

(o) Elementary Schools'! Affirmative answers, 28; nega-

tive, 3.

(b) Secondary Schools ! Affirmative answers, 28 ; nega-

tive, 9,

(c) Universities 1 Affirmative answers, 20 ; negative, 17.

2. Do you consider that a system of Professional training

could be devised which would lie desirable for teachers in

(a) Elementary Schools 9 Affirmative answers, 43 ; nega-
tive, 3.

(b) Secondary Schools ? Affirmative answers, 43 ; nega-
tive, 3.

(c) Universities! Affirmative answers, 31; negative, 11.

3. Do you think it possible to place the training of teachers

upon a Scientific Basis! Affirmative views, 27; nega-

tive, 2.

Many of those who answer in the affirmative point out that
they do so with the re"ervation that in the first question
reference is to the better type of existing training-schools,

and in the third to a proper interpretation of the word "scien-
tific."

Those who do not answer the categorical questions (and
many who do reply to them) have been so good as to add
written statements of their views on the general topic, and
from these statements the following summary is made:

Forty-five out of fifty-seven favor the professional training
of teachers. Of these a number would cop'^-e the training to
a certain class, e.g., te chers of elementary schools, and would
reduce the time and content of the course to a minimum. One
is opposed to all such training. Twenty-six emphasize knowl-
edge of the subject to be taught, as an important, if not
the most important, factor to be considered in a teacher's
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preparation. Tliirteen emphasize niitural aptitude, vigorous
per-toiiiJity, etc., 03 important factors. Five emphasize study
under an aide and inspiring teacher, as invalual>le in such
preparation. Four award the palm to successful experience.
Twenty-two express the opinion that in many existing profes-
sional training-.schools there is a tendency to depreciate one or
more of the above-mentioned elements—knowle<Jge, aptitude,
observation, experience—and to substitute pedagogical methods
as an equivalent. Eleven hold the view that professional train-
ing is most important for elementary school teachers, and that
its value uniformly decreases as we ascend to higher levels in
tlie system, until for university teachers it is of little or no
value.

That so many of our ablest thinkers in the fields of science,
literature and art, should have taken time to turn aside from'
their important duties, to express themselves so fully on the
subject at issue will, I am sure, be a source of inspiration to
those who, in humbler spheres, are endeavoring to render their
teaching more efficient. That there should be such unanimity
of opinion that method has been exalted at the expense of
knowledge would seem to indicate that some training-schools,
at least, have not been true to the highest ideals. It is also
worthy of note that over ninety per cent, of those who replied
favor some form of professional training, although there is
great diversity of opinion regarding the nature of the training
which should be given.

As will be seen, nearly one half of those from whom replies
have been received do not feel themselves prepared to express
any opinion regarding the possibility of placing the training of
teachers upon a scientific basis, while those who do reply in
the affirmative do so with reservations differing widely in
character.

On page 119 and subsequent pages will be found quotations
from the answers received, incorporating the arguments pro
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li:!

and con. Spice iliies nut ailmit of h cuniplete stateinent of all

the replieH.

A consideration of the facts tliua far referred to seems to

suggest the ueed of furtlier investigation of the problem.

In the following pages I have endeavored to establish the

thesis that a science of education is possible. It will be

observed that throughout the argument constant emphasis has

also been placed upon the importance of the professional train-

ing of teachers. This seeming dual treatment is the logical

outgrowth of the dynamic conception (sui)sequently explained)

upon which the argument is based, a conception which holds

that the relation of theory and practice is of such an intimate

nature that neither can be divorced from the other. Further,

this conception umkes the criterion of the possibility of educa-

tional science to consist in its capacity to furnish insight in

educational procedure, and I have, therefore, tried to show by

somewhat extended and definite illustrations, ways in which

such insight can be furnished.

In the attempt to arrive at a satisfactory solution regarding

the problem proposed, I am not unmindful of the high charac-

ter of the sources of the opinions from which I am obliged to

differ. I am convinced that tliese opinions would have been

greatly modified had their authors had time and opportunity

to observe the impro* oment which invariably takes place in

the teaching power of those who are being professionally

trained in a truly scientific way.

Two articles on the subject of "Pedagogy as a Science"

may be said to have become classical authorities owing to the

philosophical character of the treatment and the eminence of

the authors. The first is by Professor Dilthey, "Ueber die

Moglichkeit einer allgemeingUtigen pedagogischen Wissen-

ohaften," 1888, pp. 807-832. The second is by Professor

Eoyce, "Is there a Science of Education?" Educational

Review, 1891, pp. 16-121. Professor Eoyce reviews Dr. Dil-
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they's article and expresses himself as substantiftlly in accord

with the views therein enunciated. Botli writers conclude

that there can lie no science of education properly so called,

but that valuable training may be afforded by a study of

tl'-* history of education, biological science, etc.

'fhe following quotations may serve to indiuato the line of

argument followed in Profesnor Royce'a article :

"Scientific pudagugy, far from telling the teacher finally and com-

pletely just wliiit human nature is and must be and just what to du

with it, will be limited to pointing out what does, on the whole,

tend toward gixxl order and toward the orgnnizatiun of impulses into

character. This is the whole province of peclago;,'y as a general science.

Its applications to the conditions of a particular time, nation, family

and child, will l>e a matter of art nut of science. And, therefore, no

concrete, educational questions can be solved in terms of a universally

valid science. Such questions will always contain elements of uncer-

tainty, will always require tlie practical skill of the ir'iviilual educator

and will always receive answers that will vary with time and occasion."

" Universally valid your 'system* never can be ; therefore, hold it

not as a system. But universally significant yuur scientific insight may
become to you, if you once possei^s it, and can bear in mind that it is

after all abstract, and yet noteworthy as an abstraction. Teachers,

then, do need a scientific training for their calling. Instinct, unchaste

ened by science, is blindly self-confident, and when it goes astray its

fall from grace is irreparable ; its very innocence then pi-ovea its doom.

Teachers who know nothing of the reficctivo as{>ccts of their calling,

who do not try to comprehend as well as to love their pupils, who
despise science because it cannot take the place of devotion and of

instinct, may indeed be successful, and, in any case, their state, so long

as by chance they do not go far astray, is vastly better than the present

state of those pedants who have heard of nimlern science, of ner\'e cells,

and of api>erception, and who forthwith have developed or copied some

hundreds of systematic principles of ' Pedagogical Method.'"

With most of the statements in the articles referred to, and

in the subsequent writings of those who take a similar nega-

tive view

—

e.g. J in replies quoted p. 119— I heartily agree, but

while hesitating to differ from such eminent authorities I beg

to object to the definition of science upon which the arguments

seem to have been based and to the conclusions deduced there-
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from. The position which I attempt to defend is that such
limited static view of science is incorrect and that the conclu-
sions drawn from the application of such a view to education
are untenable.

1st. Science is not so much a systematized body of knowl-
edge, " universally valid " and finally fixed, as it is an accepted
instrument of insight to furnish control over future experience.
Nor are the principles of educational science rules to be
"copied from a book" and immediati'ly applied by the teacher
without reference to the particular conditions of the "time,
nation, family and child."

Educational theory is sometimes thus conceived as some-
thing over and above and isolated from individual experience,
a sort of educational tourist guidebook which when once
memorized will enable the teacher, without individual appre-
ciation, deliberation or selection, to locate and place under
the proper category all the phenomena of the cla.ssroom, to
advance with copyrighted, ready-reckoner methods which will

cover much ground -n little time, and secure magnificent
examination results; a pedagogical doctor-book, with rules
to enable one to diagnose with certainly every disea.se and
apply the only possible prescription for each particular case
of difficulty as it arises.

I shall endeavor to show that as fact and law are but
two aspects of the same operation, educational theory cannot
thus be sundered from educational practice without becoming
static, formal, lifeless. Educational theory is not so much a
reflective and systematic account of things, a systematized
body of knowledge, aa it is an idea of something to be done.
There is no such thing as education in general. It is always
this particular individual who has to be considered and dealt
with under these conditions at this present moment. There
is always an activity possible to this learner which, as to form
and content, is preferable to any other of the countless courses
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..{ ii'tmii <>i«n to cli.iie.-. Tli.> [.rolili-iii is ulwiiys liow tu reor-

giiuize this iM-eseiit expeiifi.cf in tl.« Ik'sI i«.H»il.l« wivy. Our

desire is to know this »pecitic ciise in .ill its concreteness, to

investigate, analyze, clarify, relate it, not that we may find

some abstract, rule under which it may 1« brouglit, some till

into which it may lie pigeon-holed, some mold in which it may

be cast, but that we may see what this experience really is,

that we may recognize the relationships in hand and respond

to the demands of these relationships.

Educational theory h neither more nor less than educational

insight, an analytic perception of the conditions and relations

involved in a particular case, an<l accordingly the criterion of

value of a course of professional training nmst always be the

deoree in which it enables the teacher to possess such clearer

viiTion for the reconstruction of each new breakdown in

experience.

2nd. Further, it is often urged that education is wholly an

art' consisting of the application of a numlwr of other sciences

—biology, psychology, ethics, sociology, etc., and that if tlie

teacher'has attained a knowledge of these cognate sciences

he has simply to apply this knowledge when he comes to

teach. The view taken in the following pages is that educa-

tion is an independent science, with phenomena and laws

peculiar to itself, and that it may properly be considered to

depend upon other sciences only in such a sense as chemical

science may be said to depend upon mathematics.

Educational science finds its focus in its endeavor to gain

control of the educational process. It views from this focal

standpoint everything in proper perspective. It casts its

tentacles into the sea of all auxiliary science, literature and

art, and appropriates and assimilates that which is best fitted

for'its special requirements. It possesses a technique entirely

difTerent from that of any other science, a technique which can

be mastered in the best way only when the teacher in training
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""' ''"^^""» "' ^»-<'

preliminary essential, otknoliZl7 [
P"'""-"" these

•-.efited by professional trS "7 "' '"•'""^'' "tc, I«
spirit an,I accompanied by Tot "f ™r'""'"'

'" " -''"'-ly
I B..al. not attLpt to def nT T "' "'"• "='"'''-•

-sail^ in the cases'refer ^ t„ Z\ TT,'
"''"'" '""'^ ^"

th'^t in rega,xl to each thratli . f "'"'"'''" ""'»"'-
en-pty fortress. Nor do I Cat . /"" '"'^" "'"'« "P"" -"
ng are perfect. It i. admitTed t, 7""

V'^^^''"'^ "* ''•'''"-

written under the guise of educ' '^T
"'""^ """ '"'^ ^-'^

-ientific, that toolari a p^rtion"; T"""^
" ""^"-^ ''>"

« the final word on ed^cLCl Jt,:
^.' '^^ ^"'''°^«''

;arn.ng of method not to I« i'Lw ^ ^
'"'""'''" ""'^ "' "

or a certain type of stu.^ 't::tT tV' " "-""«
training without gaining that cu^r \ ? "'' P^f^'^^'onal
Panied by the grace of humlaty

" "** '' "'""y^ -»•"

-"r::reCm?n^,rnit;;rr^^^^^^^^^

the value of ^hei:=srtrr.?^.^"°-' ''^™- -^
length of their experience On th T ^'^"^'^ "' the
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tidii for pfflUgogical training, who nevprtliclpR« in Bclilition to

the study and resenrcli work wliit-li have uiade them fHiiioiia

ill tlieir spec'
' '»|)iirtmentH have tamiliarizeil themselves with

the best eilucational literature and have thought profoundly

on edaontioual eulyetts. Tlieir lectures are niiKlels an rrgards

matter and niethoil and their utterances on eilucationivl nues-

tlons have deservedly ranked them as leaders in true educa-

tional reform. The assertion that the former ore trained

teachers, and the latter untrained, is too alwurd to be taken

seriously. A specialist is not one who " says that he is," nor

yet one who has certificates to show that he ought to be, but

rather one whose actions when put to the test, demonstrate

conclusively that he is master of the situation.

Perfection consists not in "a having and a resting," but in

"a growing and a becoming." The difficulty of professional

training consists not so much in developing a teacher who

does good work at the beginning as in training him in such a

manner that, possessing elements of growth, he may continue

to increase in efficiency from year to year.

If a course of training has nothing to offer l)ut a number of

shibboleths and cut-and-dried methods of doing things, hosed

on no other authority than that someone says they have

worked fairly well in the past, it will be of little benefit to

the student. On the other hand, if during a professional

training course the teacher gains an insight which will enable

him to originate his own methods, to reconstruct his own

experience at every step so as to react in the best possible

way, and also at the same time gains an impulse for further

development, such training will be valuable from the stand-

points of knowledge, discipline and culture, his efficiency as a

teacher will be increased many times over, and what might

have proved " the sorriest of trades " will become " the noblest

of professions."

While admitting the imperfection of prevailing educational

systems it may not be out of place to observe that charges
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wl.o have obwrvod tl,« JJa ,' " P''"'«''''« "'«t all

General Preliminary Statement Tn .

"""""<»

g^und for future di^c.^ion^^ZuTlr'"''''" "'"

(*) That in addition to the foregoing academic qualification

rhati^or; rr:;::ti„"'e''^"'""''^
°'

(norma, school, coilege or unter i ^randT'"'""'"*'
;^«^«.ede.t.toUngu;rrper:--

11. Cour.e of Study in Training-School.

.*) H.tor, of education-^mp.,^,.,
.,,,^ „, ,„,^, ^^^

''' "I'S? ""''^'^" ""'^'^ ^™" "- -"«^|K,int of

1. History of civilization.

2. Ethics, sociology, poIitic..vI science.
3. Psychology (genetic), ohild-.tudy, biology, physiology.
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(d) ScliiHil iir«nni«itinii nnil xupprviHioii, kcIhmiI law.

(c) Stuily of e<lucatii>nnl cloiwics.

(/) Metlioilology and didactics ; review ..f »ul>jp<'t« to Iw

tauglit.

(;,) study of subjects noceiwary for the tonclier l)Ut not pre-

viously learned j e.g., hygiene.

(h) Observation and teaching in practice «ch(K>l.

(i) Experimentation in e<lucBtiomil luljoratory school



CHAPTER II.

THE EMPIKIOAL OBJECTIUN.

As Im., already been suggested tl.e arguments of those whoanswer our questions regarding the possibility of a sciencl of

(1) That from the inherent nature of science and of educationno ac.ence of education is possible. (2) That on the sW ofexperience the attempt to give professional training to teachers
.3 an attempt to substitute such training for what rmor"m.portant and valuable, an attempt which Ts, the.fore,IZlto be disastrous to the highest efficiency.
I hope that in the discussion of the first objection, which isfundamental, the second, which is a development from it, wiUla gdy disappear. However, as the latter, which ma/^

ailed the emp.rical form of objection, is the one which tusually fir^t presented I shall refer briefly to several popul^

sbnTfTheTr;"'
'' ''^'"" """""''"S "" *« main'dLus.

liters? '
"''""'""'' "'""' ^'" "^ '^l^- - -<=-ding

Jt ^J"""
*P'<"' '^ ""''''« <"• "'« professional training of^achers.tis sometimes urged in opposition that such a plea

.s based uponades,re to give to teaching a standing-s<^i^

entit :d t'haT K
•

'
" *'" '"'' "'''"™ "^ """«''* '« -'enttled, that there is not, and never can be, a separate

profession of teaching.
F~»w

If the objection were simply one of social hierarchy it neednot cause special concern in this democratic age. But the
"The s,„,|, ,„ Ed„.»ii„„,., ,,j. ,.„, ^^^^^^ Ocvem„^Sduc<Ui,mat

•See article on

LondonSeport, Eng,. VoU ir, p, 33«. I
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objection has a much more important bearing, for this view

tlmt " anyb(Kly can teacli scliool, that no professional prepara-

tion is necessiiry, tliat if a person can sliow that he has more

knowledge than those to be taught it is quite safe to turn

him loose upon a class," when applied in eilucational affairs

produces two disastrous results.

(a) It reduces the remuneration for tea9hing to the level

of that for unskilled labor. Indeed, it reaches a much lower

limit, especially in primary work, where according to the

opinion of many advocates of this theory "the knowledge to

be poured in ia easily gained and the hours are fewer than

those for a domestic servant." The reference on page 2 to

the case where in a comparatively wealthy community the

teacher is paid only eight dollars a month is an illustration

of this fact.

(6) It places incompetent teachers in the schools. As I

shall endeavor to eslablisli, in every grade of educational work

from the kindergarten to the university, and more particularly

on the elementary levels, there is a certain scientific attitude

which is nece.s.sary for highest educational achievement, and

which cannot be gained without careful and long, continued

preparation on the part of the teacher. This is an age of

specialists, and the best men are not likely to enter or con-

tinue in a work where, according to accepted public sentiment,

there are no fields for research nor any criteria for advance-

ment, and where the salaries are insufficient to provide even

the simplest necessities of life. Such deffection is more appar-

ent in the case of elementary schools, but cannot fail to be felt

in other lines of educational work as well. The whole tend-

ency of the objection, is, therefore, to debar teaching from

attaining the high standard of etKciency which it might other-

wise reach, by preventing from engaging therein any but those

of meiliocre ability who could not succeed in other more

remunerative emplovments.
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The olyection to tlie possibility of raising teaching to the
status of a profession often arises from an entirely ilifterent
standpoint, however (a scholarly one), when it is argued that
'a university man who has receive.l a liljeral education is
ipso facto qualified to enter upon other careers in life." In so
far as this means that as a preparation for life university
scholarship and culture are invaluable the statement is
undoubtedly true. It is worthy of notice that this argument
was used against the propo.sal to demand professiimal prepara-
tion for law and for medicine, and has Ijeen abandoned in these
cases as it will eventually be as regards teaching. The recent
union of the secondary teachers of England in the formation
of a profession, the resolutions of the Cambridge Conference
in favor of the training of teachers, and the adoption of pro-
fessional training of teachers by the governments of the most
advanced nations, e.g.. Great Britain, France, Germany and
the United States of America, are indications that this objec-
tion is now generally regarded as practically untenable.

2nd. The objection is sometimes made " that professionally-
trained teachers are little or no better than untrained, that
they are apt to be mechanical and unpractical, and to be
lacking in originality and initiative." Such a statement can
scarcely be verified or disproved by experiment. The facts,
however, that the testimony of school supervisors is almost
entirely against the objection, and that public sentiment,
which does not continue to invest money for fads. after tliey
have been put to actual test for many year.s, is steadily giving
more attention to the subject and support to such training,
would seem to cast doubt upon the general accuracy of the
statement.

The failure of a professionally-trained teacher is usually
traceable either to a lack of aptitude or of preparation on
entering the training-school, or to the inadequacy of the train-
ing given therein. That such failure sometimes does occur
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emphasizes the fact tliat one of the duties of such a school is

to see that those who are not naturally fitted for teaching,

or who are illiterate or unworthy, are there directed into more
appropriate lints of work.

3rd. The main objection made by scholarly men against

professional training is, however, the one which in different

forms appears so often in the replies received (p. 119), viz.,

" tliat if we demand professional training the knowledge and
culture sta- 'ard of teachers will be lowered." In reply the

following pomts are submitted as worthy of consideration :

(a) Underlying this objection there usually rests the oft-

repeated assumption that " if a teacher knows his subject

well he can teach it properly."

Probably no other view regarding education is so wide-

spread and at the same time so opposed to the facts of every-

day experience. To take a familiar example, a person may
know the way from his house to the railway station so well as

to walk the whole distance in the dark and yet be entirely

unable, without careful reflection, to direct a stranger over
the same road. A thoughtful, subsequent analysis of ihe

explanation which one gives on such occasions usually proves

a source of astonishment to himself, and the interpretation

put upon his directions by his auditor, whose attitude he has
not considered, is even a greater surprise to him. The more
reflex and habitual the activity of the journey has become the
more likely is he to offer rapidly a few random and unrelated

directions, concluding with the illuminating phrase, "You
can't miss it." The crmpari.son of such explanation with the

explanations given by many teachers to their students is not
inappropriate. It will be admitted by many that it would be
difficult to find teaching anywhere inferior to that done in

many universities by young men with brilliant records for

scholarship. A well-known university president of long
experience recently made the significant remark that he
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thought " no instructor without 1,-evioua teaching experience

should be appointed on a university staif until three years had

elapsed after receiving his doctor's degree in order to allow

him to come to earth again and to win his spurs in a less

responsible position."

Again, the bom teacher who is a profound scholar, but who
has never thought upon educational problems, may, with the

best possible intentions, use these special powers in «uch a way
as to lead to failure. His vigorous personality, unbounded

enthusiasm and apparently exhauatless resources of knowl-

edge, render his classroom work a spontaneous overflow. His

students are carried along as with a flood. Admiration and

love give place to something akin to reverence. As was recently

remarked in a public eulogy upon such a teacher, " His

students had such implicit confidence in his knowledge, and

such revoience for his opinion, that after leaving him they no
longer cared to think for themselves. They were satisfied

with the conclusions reached by a mind so much superior to

their own, possessing a grasp and insight which they realized

was so far in advance of anything they could ever hope to

attain."

Now, my argument for professional training is not one

which would minimize in the slightest degree the incalculable

worth of such teachers. It holds tha*^ upon such a type the

hope for the future of a country largely rests, and that no

money is an adequate remuneration for such service. But it

contends that the type is improved by training, that in the

case referred to if the distinguished professor had spent some

time in the consideration of educational problems he would

have seen that all true education must be self-education, that

one of the important things to be considered is how to have

students form a habit of " thinking for themselves," and that

it is a somewhat serious matter to find students standing erect

and to leave them abjectly following on all fours.
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This argument is no plea for ignorance on tlie part of the

teaclier. The contention of Jacotot and otliera that **one can

teach wiiat one does not know " is, except in a very limited

sense, undoubtedly incorrect. Other things being equal the

teacher of high culture and scholarship will always be a better

teacher than one of lower scholarship, but professioruil training

must not be omitted from the original equation. It will be

noted that in the course outlined on p. 12 it is assumed as

a basis for this argument that a mininmm scholarship pre-

requisite should be demanded—of first year in an accredited

university for elementary teachers, and of the A.B. degree for

high-school teachers.

It is often justly urged that many of the best teachers did

not receive professional training. "While admitting the force

of this objection we do well to remember two things : (1) The

real question at iss"*3 is not did these teachers excel others,

but rather would these teachers who were so signally successful

without professional training have been still better teachers if

they had receiv.d such training ; and (2), in the majority of

cases, those teachers possessed special opportunities which in

a way furnished a substitute for such training.

In discussing this point Professor Findlay says, "The
conclusion we draw is that some training is necessary to

widen the mind and deepen the insight, even in the case of

teachers gifted largely with sympathetic instincts, but such

training is helpful only if it is conducted in close association

w'th the life of children. This association must be intimate

and continuous ; casual 1 ^sons to strange children, odd visits

to educational institutions, are of little advantage. It is worth

observing that some of the most distinguished educational

reformers owe much to opportunities of tiiis description.

Arnold when at Rui;hy displayed a wonderful understanding

of the nature of sixth-form boys ; it is sometimes forgotten

that he had gained this experience by his life at I/alebaiu
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with a few boys at a time. Herbart had a similar experience
a^ a tutor in the Stelger family ;• Froebel haU charge of s.,ne
of his nephew, in the early part of his career, and Locke's
philosophy of education was the outcome of his observations
on one or two pupils."

(i) Further, it would be a sad commentary upon r traininc-
school if ,t could be truly said that it did not in any way
provide what a college course stands for. The subject is too
extended for discussion here, but it is prol».ble that thosewho are familar with the facts will agree that in the best
professional training-schools the culture effect aa regards
both discipline and knowledge is equal to that of some col-
leges. The university student pursuing a post-graduate course
in education does not find courses on the history or philosophy
of «Jucat.onor on school organization, when treated by able
professors, to be less scholarly or productive than those which
he takes in other departments.

(c) Finally, this objection assumes that the time taken for
professional training will be subtracted from that which
would otherwise be devoted to scholarship training- eg it
assumes that a student in training for the position of teach -r
in a high scliool would substitute for one year of college work
the year of professional training demanded. This hypothesis
IS, in my opinion, not verified by the results of school experi-
ence. The subject is a very wide and complex one containi..;-
many elements for consideration-..;,., the fact that the new
conditions tend toward making teaching a profession with a
higher class of talent and better remuneration, thus making
It a possible life pursuit, would be a spur to better prepar^
tion on the part of the teacher.

With a view to finding what actually does occur under such
circumstances I have taken as an illustration the case of the
high-school teachers of the Province of Ontario, Canada.*

hJilt'
""* °' "*" """" •" '"""•"* """»'•'" tatltute. whieh^^,,^
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The first time that professional ({ualifivation of any kind
was demanded of high-ucliool teachers in Ontario was in the
year 1885 when a course of train! ;

,
of about four months

was rendered compulsory by government regulation. This
law continued in force with slight alteration until 1893
when the course was extended to a full year's attendance
at the Ontario Normal College, and tliis is still the require-

ment. At no time lii>s it been compulsory for a student of

the Normal College or a teacher in a high school, with the

exception of headmaster, to hold an arts degree. In the

year 1893 there were SH high-school teachers who possessed

A.B. degrees and 190 who did not. In 1900 there were 427
who possessed A.B. degrees and 190 who did not.

Now, the example from 1893 to 1900 is exceptionally appli-

cable to this investigation. A full year of attendance was
demanded with subsequent interim teaching. The regulation

was applied under the same conditions for the succeeding

seven years, and it was at the student s option to enter with
or without the A.B. degree. During these seven years we
find an increase of eighty-three teachers who hold A .B. degrees

and no increase in the number of those who do not.

The following statement from a high educational authority

in Ontario describes the existing conditions :

—

*• The indications are that we shall soon have a regulation makini;
university degrees and graduation at the Normal College imperative on
every high-school teacher. After sixteen years of professional training
of high-school teachers there are more honor graduates in the high
schools than at any former period of its history. Further, a glance at
the curriculum of each of the various universities will show that tlie

academic standard has not been lowered, but rather increased. The
idea that scholarship is lowered as professional training is increased
cannot be considered as even a rtMsonable assumption."

The discussion in this chapter tends to show that with

a rational system of professional training, and with its aims
and methods clearly understood by tlie general public, all such

empirical objections would disappear.



CHAPTER TTI.

THE DYNAMIC CONCEPTION OF SCIESCg.

Let ns now return to ,i r,,nsi,loration of the main objection—
that from tlie inlierent nature of science and of education no
science of education is possible. In our discussion everything
depends upon what is meant by science and education. It is
therefore necessary to find some satisfactory working agree-
ment regarding the force of each of these terms.
The generally-accepted definition of science is that " it is a

collection of the general principles or leading truths relating
to any subject arranged in systematic order." The s' ,ic

interpretation often put upon this definition by those who
have discussed the subject of educational science is inadequate
to the full meaning of the term. True science is essentially
teleological in character; it possesses a systematized body of
knowledge, but systematized as instruments for the recon-
struction of future experience. Facts, if there be such, which
are fixed and unchanging, which exist outside of consciousness
and which do not lead anywhere, are in no sense scientific no
matter how thoroughly systemptized, universal or absolute
they may be considered to be. While taking this position it
IS not implied that abstraction, generalization, systematization
and law, are terms to be discarded in scientific procedure ; it is
only in regard to the true significance of the terms that there
is difference of opinion.

I hope to show that educational science possesses a body
of systematized knowledge arrived at by processes of experi-
mentation, abstraction, generalization, etc., but that such
educational theory and the mode of its genesis must be looked
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upon from the stnmlpoiiit of J'unetiou. As this distinction ia

vital to tlio discussion in hiind I shall enter into a brief

explanation of the superiority of the dynamic conception as

compared with the static, and afterwards endeavor to show
the bearing of the discussion upon tlie further educational

problem.

Two clearly-differentiated views have been held regarding the

meaning of the term "scientific." The first view is dualistic.

It deals with types and categories and draws a definite line

of demarcation between theory and practice. It views science

as an organized body of knowledge, over and above and inde-

pendent of individual experience, a series of fixed general-

izations existing entirely isolated from the particular. It

holds that the criterion of science consists in the independence

and finality of the facts obtained, and depreciates the func-

tional value of such facts; e.g., Whewell (Novum Organum
lienovalion, p. 242) says :—" It is said with a feeling of

triumph that knowledge is power ; but ir. whatever sense this

may truly be said we value knowledge not because it is power
but because it is knowledge, and we wrongly estimate both

tlie nature and the dignity of that kind of science with which
we are concerned [inductive] if we expect that every new
advance in theory will forthwith have a market value."

The second view, and the one substantially adhered to in

this thesis, is teleological, dynamic, functional. It holds that

it is impossible to divorce theory from practice. Scientific

theory is always the theory of practice. It ia the recognition

of the relationships in hand, the cross-section of the given

state of action to know what should be done. Everything

would be indifferent it it were not for ends. The object of

scientific investigation is to state controlling factors in the

realization of ends. Science is necessary in order to economize

effort, to determine the character of the ends proposed, to

clear up the direction of the forward movement of experience.
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Accor,l,n« t., tl.i.s coneoption of sden.-e tl.e view uken byWLewel ... the foregoing ..uotation i, i,....rrec.t ; „„ tl.e co^^
tr^J "wo value k.,owledge" cl.ieHy U-cause it i« power andnot because ,t .« k..owledge. A fact wl.ich will nrver be ofvalue in any way in future «.c,,nstn,etion i, not worthy of
..;!h apprec..at.on, nor is it really a 8cie.,tiflc fact. We valueUuth lH,ca„»e the "truth has power to n.ake us free

'
i

"

because .t will enable us to rise superior to further obsUci;:Nor does such value necessarily mean "...arket value" Tl.emathen.at.c.a„ who seeks truth for its own sake in tl.e real™of pure abstraction may be lifted faralx.ve all comme-ciaW
s.derat,ons; nevertheless his work is j,urpon.e. He va uTs

and future, because ,t enables hi,„ to play the mathemat^^game (.f I may be allowed the expression) in a new and be^L.

Scientific definition is a description of genesis. The modeof ge„e.s,s.n mathe.natical science is direct; in experim^nUI

both. We do not proceed from individual to universal, butfrom .,.d.v,dual to individual thro..gh the universal. Mereseque,.ce g.ves us nothing. By studying antecedent and suLsequent events in experimental science we arrive at lawcorresponding to a principle of construction i„ „.athe,n.Z'
e.9; m phys.cal science tl.e principle of tl.e conservation ofenergy, a,.d .n mathematics the general equation of the curveFurther law ,s more than a mere description of what hihappened

;
.t has a teleological implication. It is an uLr^Hon m^U /or the jurpose of enaMiny us to control futZe^Vr^cnce It owes its interest and its formation to this ZlIt .s hypothetical and has normative value the momen Turecognized and sUted. Its value lies in enabling us to get ridof confusion and irrelevant circumstances, and to s,-,„X t^eprocess in the tuture. The moment you state the riasonLg
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pr(K.v.s.s y.iu gi;t a rule, u HDiiiBtliiiiij ''"'l '"'ll'" f'"' t'l" nuxt
timu.

The scientific attitude arose in the attempt to uoutrol proc-

esses of observation and interpretation, and to avoid error

ami get at a maximum of certainty. In all true scientific

procedure, description and inlerpretation merge into each
other. Any complete description is a statement of law, and
the interrelations expres.sed by law are only enlarged and
extended descriptions. Take, e.y., the case of a child who
is placed under unhygienic schoolnjom conditions likely to
develop myopia. A complete examination and description

would include a synthesis of relevant conditions, fine print of

text-book, distance of eye from book, blacklward, etc., together
with changing bodily conditions; e.g., increasing convexity of

cornea or anterior surface of lens. As fast as in our analysis
we exclude irrelevant terms, e.ij., the child's power of taste

discrimination, we get a connection of relevant terms which
applies beyond the immediate particular case described. If

this relation really exists here it will exist elsewhere under
exactly similar conditions. If such conditions are not attended
by myopic development elsewhere they will not be here.

Anything like an adequate statement and defence o'. the
dynamic theory would lead us far into the realms of psychology,
logic and metaphysics, and I must refer the reader to the
writings of abler critics who have dealt with the subject in

detail.* In the hope, however, of making my position suffi-

ciently clear for the purpose in hand I shall examine soiiie-

what closely a definite example which may sor^fe to illustrate

the application of the dynamic conception to the analysis of
the thought process, and the way in which e<lucational theory,
immediately pertaining to the subject of school classification,

may be discovered and applied.

'! draire to csprnss my indcbtcdna. to Pr,.t™or D«wey for instance derived from
his Llal«jr.ition of this view i course of unpublished lectures lo loBlo at the Uuivu-
sity of Chicago.
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Take, for illu.tmtion. tl,., Z^^^^^\~\'^,;~^^^

tl.o judgment. -. Thi« i, a fourtl-gr«.Io pupil
"

./,./.« r/««.--I^t u, fi™t hrietty c.nsi.l.T a purely „,ecl,„ ,.

Pri cS"
«'>-iflc„ti.,„. The highest ai,„'of L .oh'lpr nci,»I ,u„y be to ««„re . certain fix«I r^n.unemtion in™tur„ ,or certam wclc „utlin«i in an ag™en,ent with . Wof ducatK,„. The el^ifieation of pupil, i, include,, i„ thi,

thmk, that children are pla.e,l in different graclen because

~r ^'""'•'^-e^'""' P"Pi' » to him »i„,ply one who ha,

TZ ZT ' "'-" «™'''^' °'- -'" -" P«- - --taintxed entrance exammation standard. Thi, new pupil u a

S^d ^•'.'".'rr
'" -^ --- ci-s a, a botLL ::;

shelf ,„ h., herbarium. It i, so much child partially fillef

wt o!"r fn' r"'""*
pathological t^atment in theway of more filhng. The fourth grade is a place where such

c r'tl 7T 'T^^ " P'^"^' '>y ->'-•"'' the end of acru.„ fixed penod they will k„„w one third mo. than theydU when they entered. Accor<lingly the pupil i, given aburred examination and forthwith "sul,,u„,e-'" unTer the

The ex«„,ple is not overdrawn. I have known case, wherepupds were assigned to a lower grade than that for whichU.ey were fitted, solely because there were more vacant seat,in the lower grade than i.. the proper room
Again, the principal may have taken a long pedagogical

training and still make a static classification;'.', he mayhave read or heard someone say that the fourth grade should
contain pupils between the age, of eleven and thirteen vear«and may mechanically construct the following formal ^yllol
gism

:

c J V
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All pupilH Ixitween the oKen of eleven and tliirtccii slinuld

\w ansigncjl to tlie fourth griwio.

ThU pupil ia within tliin age limit.

Thi» pupil shoulil be assigned to the fourth grade.

In this way while nominiilly making a rational classification

he may in reality be making a most irrational one.

Di/namie Vifiv.—The fundamental difference Ijotween such
static method and a dynamic method originates in the fact

that any judgment in ortlcr to possess value must liave arisen

out of a necessity for the reconstruilion of exjierience. There
must have been a breakdown of the old and a Imildingup of a
new system. If such were not the case there would have Ijeen

no interest, no attention, and the judgment would not have
been made. Ti)e school principal deals with the problem pro-

posed because its solution is necessary for the furtherance of
some end which he has in view. He may, as in the foregoing

sUitio example, cla.ssify tho pupil simply Iwiiiiuse he knows that

he cannot receive his salary unless he performs sucu acts, and
may care nothing in regard to how the pupil or society may
be affected by the classification he makes.

The school principal who classifies on a dynamic basis also

finds reconstruction of experience necessary, but he approaches

the subject from an entirely different standpoint. His aim is

well considered, worthy and adequate, and his interest in the

problem involves the highest ethical considerations. His
immediate aim may be to have his school thoroughly organ-

ized and every pupil properly occupied. The coming of the

new pupil introduces an obstacle to the attainment of this

end. Further, this unelas-sified pupil represents the point of

experience where there is the greatest break, the greatest

nend of reconstruction. There may be numerous obstacles, and
insight is required to select the point of greatest stress ; e.g.,

if the school fire-alarm rings at the time when the new pupil

appears, and the principal proceeds to classify the pupil in
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place of responding to the alarm and making tl.e judgment,
"This building is on fire!" his judgment, "This is a fourth-
grade pupil," while quite correct from a static standpoint is
false from a functional, dynamic standpoint because it does not
meet the requirements of the case. Each situation emerges
out of the one which immediately preceded it and which has
broken down. At first there is a vague, undifferentiated wliule
of experience consisting of principal, child, school, etc. When
the principal begins to realize tliat experience needs readjust-
ment, that there is resistance to the habitual flow, a difficulty
to be overcome, an investigation to be made, then the situa-
tion bepms to become defined and to take the differentiated
form of a boy to he doiaified, and aids to classification. The
principal then adjusts himself to the problem in hand. The
pupil is no longer a boy bringing a telegram, etc. He is now
a boy to be classified. The principal is no longer the school
principal with various duties, any of wliich may engage his
attention. He is for the time being the classifier of this pupil.
In this defining process, however, we do not have, as the

static theory assumes, on the one hand, " this boy consisting
of a small isolated fragment of the universe," and, on the
other hand, the formal concept of " a fourth-grade pupil " to
which this fragment is to be attached. What we really have
is a forward movement of experience. "The this, the here,
the now," emerging problematically out of a previous situation
and moving on to a solution, locate the point at which thought
is to be directed and reveal the obstacle which must be over-
come. It is this boy who must be classified before the school
will be properly organized. Further, "the this, here, and
now " represents the entire system focused. This boy to Iw
classified is related to everything else in the universe. This
classification habit which the principal brings into play is
related to all previous experience.

A dynamic method of classification is based upon a principle
of rational adaptation. On the one hand, tliere is tiie child—
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a living, self-active personalit, villi certaii. needs, desires,

emotions, habits. He reacts '"riTcntly to different stimuli

and his development will be largely conditioned by his school

environments. On the other hnnd, there are available various

classes, teachers, etc. The purpose of classification is to place

him in such a position in the system that under the changed

conditions he m.iy furntion at his best. It is a matter of

great importance to the cliild ami to society that he be located

at the proper place. A mistake here is a mistake for life.

The duty of the school principal is to make the l)est of the

means at his command. There may be no class in his school

exactly fitted to this hoy's reijuirements, but of those at his

disposal there is one which is the best fitted, and it is his

business to endeavor to modify the modes of reaction already

present so as to fit the retiuirciuents of this particular case.

If he is bound by habit—if he can classify only such boys

as he has classified in the past—he misses the characteristic

features of the new situation. If he has no habits at all if

he po.ssesses no knowledge of classification—he is helpless and

can do nothing. In making the classification everything

depends upon the power of insight which the school principal

brings to bear upon the problem.

In our example we have, on the one hand, the presentative

element—the pupil to be classified ; and, on the other, the

representative element—experience which will serve to facili-

tate this classification.

In the defining-relating, analytic-synthetic, inductive-deduc-

tive, forward movement of attention, there is a constant

interaction between these two elements. The orderly system

of imagery, which the experienced principal brings to bear in

testing and elaborating the presentational experience, serves

as a standard, a scale, a tool, in reconstruction. It enables

him to determine what to select, and how far back to go in the

selection. He goes far enough back to get a firm footing—

a
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reliable basis for future procedure. lie selects according
to tlie emergencies of the case what lie deems useful and
necessary. He does not endeavor to learn all about the boy
but only that which serves functionally for present classifica!
tion; e.y., the color of the boy's eyes may be unnoticed
while his knowledge of arithmetic is carefully tested. While
looking backward there is at the same time a forward look,
and there are several hypotheses in the foreground of the
principal's consciousness, each struggling for confirmation.
brom lus first casual investigation he makes the inference
"This IS a fourth-grade pupil," with tlie accompanying reserva-
tion that he should not be surprised if on investigation the
pupil might turn out to belong to the third grade. He now
sets to work to prove or disprove his inference.

As the trained botanist sees at a glance through a micro-
scope certain things which a novice would never discover, and
others which it would take him hours to find, so the skilled
teacher, by judicious questioning quickly gains a knowledge of
the conditions of the case. The reconstructive mental material
furnished by experience enabled him to exercise prophetic
vision. As on the lower planes the kinoesthetio image forms
the "mental cue" to the motor act, so here there is the
anticipation of the result, an idea of how this boy would
react to the conditions if placed in a fourth grade. And thus
under ordinary conditions the school principal can make the
adjustment without danger of error.

The problem of classification may, however, become very
complicated in actual experience; e.g., the pupil may be
above the reading standard of the fourth grade and below
the arithmetic standard of the third grade and the parentmay be very anxious to have the pupil assigned to the
highest possible grade. In such cases the principal often
refrains from issuing his "fiat" without further experimen-
tation. He postpones the decision and puts the pupil into the
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crucible of actual grade experience. He knows that a pupil

tested in a higher grade and then consigned to a lower is

likely to fail from discouragement and he therefore makes
the test in the third grade, it being distinctly understood that

the arrangement is simply tentative. In this way a more
definite and satisfactcirj' reaction is secured and usually in the

course of a day or two the matter is settled beyond a shadow
of doubt. Then, and not till then, the principal completes

the judgment, " This is a fourth-grade pupil."

Now, the difference between the static and dynamic modes
of classification is not a temporal one. Tlie classification may
be made more quickly in the latter case than in the former,

for the principal knows exactly how to proceed. The differ-

ence is one of function, attitude, insight. The claim made
in this thesis ia that the dynamic method of classification is

scientific and the static unscientific, and, further, that what-

ever has been or can be discovered which will aid the principal

in making such dynamic classification may properly be said to

be included in the science of education. Such a.ssistance may
be g.iined from a judicious study of many subjects—ethics,

sociology, psychology, history of education, school organization,

etc.

There are different stages in the development of child life.

There are subjects of study, ways of presenting them, and
kinds of surroundings—physical, social, ethical, aesthetic

—

which at these respective stages are especially adapted to the

highest educational advance of the learner. These relations

have been pretty systematically worked out in detail so that

now there is, as we shall see later, an organized body of scien-

tific knowledge on the various lines suggested at the disposal

of anyone who will take the trouble to refer to it. This

general educational theory has been studied in its application

to the special problem of classification. It has been brought

to educational consciousness that the proper time to promote
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a boy may not be when the wlm'.e clasf or a majority of the

clasa are ready, but when he has reached the promotion point.

It has been realized, furtlier, that age, initiative power, health

and other elements should be taken into consideration and
that a knowledge requirement by itself is not always a suffi-

cient criter'on for classification.

It must not bo forgotten, however, that such residual knowl-

edge concerning classification of pupils cannot be used in its

primal forni. Its only value is to afford insight into the prol;-

lem, and to be most helpful it must be assimilated. The
school principal must have thought it out. He must have

experimented sufficiently to have made the facts his own,

and to be able to sympathize with, i.e., to put himself in the

])lace of, the pupil, and consider the situation from the pupil's

standpoint. In addition to such theoretical knowledge he

should be familiar with the materials which are at his dis-

posal. The number of grades in the school, the maximum
and minimum qualifications of the pupils in respective grades,

the nature of the work being done, the characteristic powers

of different teachers—a familiarity with these and many other

details will prove of v.alue.

We have thus far considered the school principal as taking

an interest in this case because it presents an obstacle in his

experience requiring reconstruction. In order to obtain his

ends this pupil is to be classified and he solves the problem as

a matter of economy and utility. But he may have a scientific

interest in the case—in its bearing upon educational system,

in its power to furnish an instrument for future classification.

This phase reveals a different attitude on the part of the

observer.

Scientific treatment originates in the proof process. The
problem becomes more and more complex and, as in the

foregoing example, we st.irt in to prove, or dispiove, an
inference made. The process of reconstruction may become
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so extendwl, may require so much development and elabor-

ation, that we become interested in the dn-tlnpment of the

technique, and, for the time being, the practical phase is

submerged. Instead of 'jeing interested in proof wo arc
now interested in getting a technique for suggesting and
solving problems. The mind assumes a distinctly experi-

mental and reflective attitude, like that of the physical
scientist in a laboratory investigation. We proceed to

develop and to test hypotheses. We create artificial con<li-

tions for experimentation. We exercise the greatest possible

care in ol)servation, interpretation, elaboration and statement.

Thus we arrive at law.

I hope to show in subsequent chapters that it is possible to
formulate laws of educational science in this way, and that
a large body of such results have been reached scientifically.

My contention is, however, that these laws are of especial

value, not as possessing finality in themselves, but as abstrac-

tions made for purposes of control of the educational process.



CHAPTER IV.

THE DYNAMIC CONCEPTION OF EDUCATIOH.

The definitions and systems of education proposed from

time to time have been reflections of the philosophical views

held implicitly or explicitly by those who have been instru-

mental in their construction.

1. The Information Theory.—The extreme, dualistic concep-

tion wnich posited ultimate reality as external to the individual,

whether it took the form of Plato's Eidos (which was super-

sensuous but nevertheless external), or that of the measured,

spatial object of the materialist, issued in an educational

theory that considered the individual a receptacle to be filled

with static knowledge concerning external types or objects,

and made information the prime, if not the sole, factor in

education.

2. The Development Theory.—At the other pole of this

dualistic view we find the subjective, idealistic conception that

" mind makes nature," from which was developed an educa-

tional theory of spontaneity expressed by the words:

'* There is an inmost centre in us all

Where truth abides in fulness, • •***** and to know
Rather consists in opening out a way
Whence the imprisoned splendor may escape

Than in efiecting entry for a light

Supposed to be without.

"

In accordance with the most extreme conception of this theory,

an effort was made to have the child spin the universe out of

his own inner consciousness.

34
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The information method proved ina<le<)uate because it pre-

sented to tlie mind material without regard to ita suitability

and without attention to its assimilation. The development
view failed because it furnished no proper content for the mind
to work upon and spent time in

" Dipping hiiikcts into empty wells

And growing oUl in drawing nothing out."

3. The FoUow-JVatnre Theory.—From this double failure

emerged a third view closely re.sembling the development
theory but reflecting (though imperfectly) two important
advances in modern thought, viz.: a reaction against the
static, dualistio philo.sophy and an increased appreciation of

the results of natural science investigation. This third view

in its extreme form may be summarized as follows : The
advocates of the information and development methods have
made a mistake in divorcing mind from matter ;

" intuitions

without concepts are blind, and concepts without intuitions

are empty;" accordingly both the physical and psychical

phases must be considered in education. The information

theory is right in holding that there are important facta out-

side the child which must be learned. The development
theory is right in holding that all education must be self-

education. Both are wrong in establishing an artificial method
which has interfered with the process of natural development.

They have made the child self-conscious—like the centipede

that got along well enough until he began to count his legs,

when he became bewildered and fell into the ditch. We must
follow nature. On the biological and psychical sides "the
genesis of knowledge in the race conforms to the genesis of

knowledge in the individual." Do not interfere with the

child's development. Let him discover everything for himself

and abide by the discipline of conseijuences. If he puts his

finger into the fire and is burned he will not put his finger

into the fire the next time. He cannot learn to swim without
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going into the water. I^t liim alone and when the proper
time comes he will go in of his own accord and develop his
own individual method, imitating as much as is necessary.

An instructor does more harm than good. The result of
instruction in swimming is to render the child artificial, con-
strained, mechanical, self-conscious, and eventually to spoil

what would otherwise have been a good swimmer.
Now, this is a very insidious argument and one which in a

more or less mo<lified form has made a host of converts,
including many eminent men. Its fallacies have been fre-

quently exposed, but it dies hard because it is based in part
upon a dynamic conception which when properly understood
and applied is the most vitalizing principle of all activity.

Let us consider for a moment the origin of the true con-
ception which this theory has only in part understood.
Perhaps Hegel's greatest contribution to philosophy was that
he developed the view that "being" and "non-being" are
one and their common term is "becoming,"* He says
(Hegel, I. 385), "The infinite expansion of nature, and abso-
lute retraction of the ego upon itself, are fundamentally
identical, yet, both being equally real, spirit is higher than
nature. For though in nature we have the realization—the
infinitely-diversified mediation of the absolute—yet spirit, as
being essentially self-conscious, when it draws back the
universe into itself as it does in knowledge, at once includes
in itself the outward, expanding totality of this manifold
world, and at the same timo overreaches and idealizes it,

taking away its externality to itself and to the mind, and
reflecting it all into the unity of thought."

This attitude, reinforced by recent developments of physical
and biological science, has powerfully aflected the trend of all

modern thought. Its tendency has been to substitute concrete
relationships for absolute rights, reciprocity for independence,
and evolution for revolution. In its best form it has striven

>8m Beftl^Cairt, p. 193.
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to conserve all that wiis good and hcautifid and true in the
past and to enrich the inherited inuterial by transferring and
adapting it to present requirem nts in such a way as to work
for the general enlargement of huinan interests and privilege ;.

Tlie great defects in the "follow-nature" theory of education
are that it ignores this heritage of the race and forgets the

true aim of education and the means to the attainment of

that end

4. The Dynamic Conception—The conception of education
advocated in the following pages menns evolution, but evolu-

tion hastened and directed by reason. As we shall see, the
purpose of education is to socialize the child, to enable him to

gain power to help himself and others. In order to do this

he must learn to reconstruct his experience in the easiest and
best way. On the knowledge side instead of following the
slow, natural process of discovery pursued by the primitive
savage he must cross-section the advance movement and in a
few years pass over a course to a position which it has taken
thousands of years and numerou stages of civilization to
reach. It is neither possible nor desirable that he should
know all that has been or can be learned. There must be
judicious selection. Nor is tliis selected knowledge a body of

fact to be taken on as a dead burden by the learner. It is a
something which has existed in the consciousness of others
and must be translated into his consciousness as power for

future achievement. Nor is it always to be learned in the
onler in which it waa discovered by the race. The child

should not be permitted to follow every fickle and transitory

interest but only those interests which he would possess if he
were fully conscious of the most vital needs of the present
situation. It is in this abbreviating, translating proce.ss that
the teacher participates as "guide, philosopher and friend"
to aid in the proper preparation of mind and in the proper
selection and presentation of material Society provides both
school and teacher, in order that the individual may realize
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of olucalioii tllH i-ujad andtlip higliost [turposc

UKinmyli-gciiii',' way.

It limy not Ira out of place to reiiiaik in passing that the

"follownatuiu" thimy is ol'ti-ii urgi'd as an argunifnt against

tlie pi'of(>Hsioiial training of tmichcis. Wo are tiiUl tiiat the

only way to loaiii to teacli i; hy tiaching, that if one is a, lx)rn

teacher lie will suicceil, and if not lie must take the conse-

quences. This is tlio argument, in a new dress, formerly

urged in favor of the quack-herl) doctor as against the trained

physician. Its advocates overlook the fact tliat the theory

pressed to its ultimate conclusion entirely does away with tlie

necessity for any teacher.

If such control, abbreviation of lalmr and translation of

knowledge as we liave reftni 1 to, l)e entirely unnecessary

then the child requires neither school nor teacher. " Follow

nature " means either that civilization has left us nothing that

is worth learning or else that a teacher can be of no service in

facilitating the process of mastering it. Similarly, those who
advocai« that the only way to learr to teach is by teaching

must mean either that thus far nothing of value has b»'en dis-

covered regarding teaching, or that what has been discovered

cannot be learned in any other way than by rediscovering it

in the original primitive fashion. Their position further asserts

that beginners have the right to practise upon children, and
that it is the duty of parents and public to allow children to

be made the suffering "stepping-stones" on which the would-

be teacher is to " rise to higher things."

Much has been said and written concerning the injury to

children resulting from child-study experiments and from the

teaching of pupil-teachers in training-.schools. But in most
schools these evils have now been reduced to a minimum or

entirely overcome. Child study can be carried on most effect-

ively without the child being conscious that he is being studied,

and a pupil-teacher may prepare a lesson so thoroughly and

teach it so well that the results are quite as satisfactory as
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those Hecurwl ))y tlie regular toaclier. On tlio otliiT liand, one
seldom hears a word of protest agaitist that most protracted,

and dangerous kind of child »tu<ly and unscientific experiment
which is inttirted upon children when the untrained novice
without any special preparation for teaching—without even
tlio apjireciation of a necessity for uuch preparation—and with
no critic to notice errors or suggest improvements, plunges
in haphazard and blunders along year after year getting
(so-called) "experience."

Tlie problem of education does not admit of so easy a solu-

tion as to enable the teacher to be quite sure tliat he will not
make shipwreck if he simply trusts to blind enthusiasm and
instinctive sympathy without taking the trouble to inquire
what port he sails for or the best route by which to reach his

destination.

To return to the subject of our former discussion, if, instead

of adopting "information," "development," " follow-nature,"

or any other of the many educational shibboleths which have
been proposed from time to time, we carefully investigate the
subject from the functional standpoint we shall see that each
of these views is narrow and segmentid.

In considering the aim and method of education we must
take a wider outlook. True education is both instruction and
development. It is natural and artificial. It concerns the
individual in his totality—physical, mental, social, spiritual,

religious. It is for the present and for the future, for mastery
and for service, for the individual and for society. It involves

the self-activity, the self-realization of the learner, the guarding
and controlling influence and inspiration cf parent and teacher,

and the assistance of the community and the state. It is not
one but all in proper t^uipoise. These characteristics are not
isolated, static, unrelated entities. They are simply different

factors in education, angles from which the process of the

reconstruction of educational experience may be viewed. They
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all cuter into the tntiility of a liiiriiionious cilucatlonni svitpm
und find tlicir icntio in tliii rcnmking of proMcnt fx]H'rloni'n.

In tliB liiuilnMu desire to nmko of education a preparation
for tlio duties and responsibilities of adult life tliero has lieen

a tendency to shift tlie focus of attention upon the future to

the neglect of the present, and to forget that wo are not gifted

with such prophetic vision as to lie alile to forecast with any
degree of cerlniiity the conditions under which the child is

going to \k placed in adult life, and, further, that, in any
event, the liest way to prepare for the future is to live the
present life in the l)est way. The result of ignoring this fact
has lieen to rob the child of the gratiliiation of present nchieve-
iiieiit and to render him unnatund and unpractical. The focus
<if the universe and of life for the individual is the pre.sent

situation. What i.s done in e<Iuiiition must lie done at this
point in the recoiistruction of special experience under special

conditions of adaptation. The starting point and the instru-
ments are found here, and the criterion of value of any educa-
tional instrument is its adequacy in the facilitation of this

present reconstruction. In other words, education is " the life

to be lived."

For purposes of clearness I shall now state my fundamental
position dogmatically and endeavor to substantiate it at a
later stage.

If wo take the case of any individual learner and define the
situation " the this, the here, the now " to the very last inch,
e.(j., boy, teacher, schoolroom con litions, time of day, etc., then
from the very nature of things the following statements -will

hold true in every case without exception:

1. ItuHmdufd Clmracleriatics.—This learner possesses certain
ten<Iencips, habits, capacities, adaptations, interests, which are
different from those of any other child and different from tho.se

which he himself has previously had or will subsequently possess.
2. Aim.- There are certain eilucational aims which for liim

are preferable to any others; e.g., development of character,
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iii.lu.lii,Kl<„„«l,.(l«o ami io„in,l, i. „ ,,,„., |„r ,ii,„ to lli.it of
thn a.L-uiiiul/ili..M of wcaltli fnr il.o «„l„ ),ui|«i,s,. „f sciisuouh
^rHtiliciitifjii.

3. .lA,i,M._Tli.!ic are availuble cortuin educntioiial means
wliicli, iKjth as to content iiiul form, are for liw particular
conditions lH...st fitt..<l for the attainm.nt of this liigliest ideal.

4. M,ibriai—{„) Sul,j»l-.Vathr of .SV»,/y.—There is a
certain kind of stimulus to the learning activity which is
Kuperior to any other content which conld bo selected. As
shown in Chapter III this stimulus pivsent-s a pn.blem for
solution, ail olMtiido to the hal.itual flow, a .something which
renders rconstructive thought necessary. The subject-matter
IS not to bo chosen at ninilom. There are certain forms of
study which would Ih) injurious to the child and sul)ver.sive of
the true aim of education—«.;/., the most successful mctho<ls
of picking pockets

; there are others which would be com-
p.iratively valueless—«.y., the names of certain unimportant
islands in a distant ocean

; there are still others which might
bo very valuable to another child, but not lo this child, and
so on. In other words, there is .some particular form of recon-
struction, Iw it a prol)Iem in algebra, the consideration of a
literary selection, the making of a thermometer or some other
form of definite activity, which for this child here and now
is preferable to any other which could be presented.

{),) Cmiditimia of Study.—The surroundings of the learner,
his companions, the hygienic conditions, schoolroom furnish-
ings, etc., influence his development in large measure; e

y

a temperature of sixty-five degrees may be preferable to
one of sixty degrees, a male teacher may be preferable to a
female teacher, or vice versa. There are forms of such external
conditions under which the child may be placed which for this
particular child at this period are superior to any others, and
unless the best available surroundings are secured his educa-
tion is interfered with.
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5. Methods.—There are certain methods of teaching and
learning which for tliis child are preferable to any other.

There is a best form of presenting the material as regards

quality, quantity and sequence, and a best form of mind
reaction upon this material when presented ; e.;/., mathe-

matics may be the best study for this hour, but manual

training may be preferable to mathimatics for the next hour.

At some future time percentage may be the best subject, but

to-day the stage of advancement may be such that addition of

fractions should occupy the attention. It may be better at

some other time simply to tell the child the fact to be learned

or to let him discover it without any external aid. At this

time, however, the best thing to do may be to suggest and
develop through sequential presentation of material, and
through a form of questioning which will direct the focus of

attention upon greatest difficulties in such a way as to lead to

rapid solution. In this lesson it may be best to emphasize

certain points which in themselves are comparatively unim-

portant but which prepare the mind to react upon material

to be presented in the future. On another occasion it may
be better to emphasize the main fact to the exclusion of all

others. Again, the physical and mental condition of the pupil

may be such that sleep is preferable to any kind of activity.

The criterion of excellence of subject-matter, external aid

or method, is always its functional aptitude in furnishing

that kind of problem best fitted to the present powers of the

child and to the true aim of education.

By the term available (p. 41 ) I mean within the possibilities

of the case ; e.g., it may be true that at this stage in the boy's

career expensive travel would be more valuable than school

study, but if the travel-scheme is entirely impracticable it

need not enter into our consideration. The best available

conditions for a boy in a class of fifty pupils are very diffdt'ent

from those for the same pupil in a class of thirty. The
teacher who would avoid discouragement does well to remem-
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l>er that there can never be responsibility unless there is

corresponding power; in other words, "if we ought we can."
As has been pointed out the individual never remains the

same for any appreciable period of time. In the forward
movement of experience the shifting of the focus of the
present reveals constant change, constant growth. There is

a continual breaking down of the old and a building up of
the new under conditions which render education possible.

The very essence of education is to see that at every step of
the process this reconstruction is effected in the best pos.sible

way for the individual and for society. The form and value
of the reconstruction at every point is conditioned upon the
aim selected and the means adopted for its attainment.

Educational science arose from an effort to gain control of
the educational process, to secure instruments of insight which
would enable the educator to make the wisest selection of aims
and means. I shall endeavor to establish not only that the
construction of such a science is possible, but also that it has
been in a measure realized, that there exists a body of tested
and systematized knowledge which properly falls under the
category of educational science, and which when properly
apprehended and applied is of genuine assistance to the
teacher.

It is not claimed that there have been, or can be, discovered
educational facts or laws which when memorized will enable
the teacher to posit with certainty the best method of pro-
cedure in each particular case. The contention is that by
following a certain course of preparatory investigation the
t«acher will gain such insight as will enable him to under-
stand the particular situation in its complex bearings—its

needs and the proper mode of response— in a way that would
have been entirely impossible without such preliminary
training.

I shall next proceed to a closer analysis of the aims and
means of education.



CHAPTER V

EDUCATIONAL AIMS AND MEANS.

No clearly-defined differentiation can be made respecting

the true aims of education and the means to their attainment,

and any analysis must, in the nature of the case, be abstract,

static and artificial. However, for purposes of clearness iix

our discussion, the following may be of service

:

Education :

I. Its Ainu :

II. lU Means

.

(Knowledge^ attitude, control, culture.

Discipline / character.

A. Material or Instruments :

1. The self-active individual to be educated.

2. The surroundings of the individual

:

(a) The subject-matter of study, as literature,

art, science.

(6) The social factor, as parent, teacher, com-

panions.

(c) Direct stimulus to the learning activity ;

e.g.~~\n the study of a mountain in

geography—an actual mountain or the

artificial material, sand molding-board,

etc., by means of which the definition

of a mountain may be illustrated.

(d) Physical conditions which render educa-

tion possible ; e.g., food, air, etc.

It.
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B. Methods or Form

:

1. The selection and arrangement of material, i.e.,

the proper presentation of problems.

2. The securing of proper conditions for study.

3. The proper direction of the learner's activity

upon the material presented.

We have seen that tlie function of educational science is to

furnish an insight regarding the highest educational aims and
the most effective means to their attainment. Let us now
proceed to a consideration of the basis upon which these : ms
and means are formulated.

L Educational Aims.—The school is a social institution

which owes its origin and maintenance to the belief that it is

for the good of the state and of the individual that the child

should be educated. As Doctor Dewey says, "The purpose

of education is to socialize the child." The curriculum, the

methods of study, the entire school machinery, will, therefore,

be determined by the views held regarding the most perfect

type of socialized individual.

Any narrow static view which makes the sttmmum banum
consist in formal discipline, nnassimilated information, or

superficial polish, falls far short of the true ideal.

What the child needs in order to make him a valuable

factor in present and future social life is a complete mastery

of himself, a power and willingness always to choose the par-

ticular line of conduct that shall most highly develop his own
personality and yet be most completely compatible with the

best interests of others. In other words, what he needs is

character.

At the outset he is comparatively helpless and at the mercy

of his surroundings. His activities are instinctive or impulsive.

His aims are of the vaguest sort, and his selections of a reflex

type, resembling thfjse of the plant and lower animal in their

adaptations for survival. He is absorbed in the present
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He HfKm begins, however, to develop self-consciousness. He
sets up ends or aims and goes about realizing them. He
gains control of his own organism. He forms habits which

leave him free for more deliberate action and for the forma-

tion of more remote and comprehensive ends. He axlvances

from physical and prudential to moral control. He identifies

himself with those about him, cultivates feelings of love and

Bym}.uthy and forms ideas of his rights and obligations a. a

member of society. He reflects on his duties to family, fellow,

men, country and God. With this upward development of

freedom, tlipie more comprehensive ends become laws. These

laws, thougi; ' jmetimes apparently conflicting, maybe general-

ized into I. I jrmanent principle of conformity to highest law.

Finally, this principle of conformity to highest law forms a

criterion for all impulses and desires, and the individual

"finds his moral good in conformity to the ideal standard

set up by the reason and willed by the reason" (Watson's

Hedonistic Theories, p. 136). Thus the individual attains

character.

Character in this sense means culture, but a culture which

combines both knowledge and discipline. If knowledge is

ignored the experience lacks in adequate content for further

adaptation. If discipline receives no attention the informa-

tion is not tran.slated into a system but remains unrelated

and proves a dead weight in future advance.

True knowledge means increase of power of interpretation.

As a result of the assimilation of intellectual and moral food

from the social storehouse the individual sees everything in a
new light. All activity takes on a fuller and wider meaning.

True discipline, on the other hand, resulting from scientific,

orderly, systematic procedure, gives to the content a proper

form of adaptation in relation to social requirement. Culture

or character, then, rightly understood is the whole individual

thus socialized whose productive powers have been so con-
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trolle.1 and enriched that hia activity now possesses explicit
social value.

Any narrow aim in educational procedure is apt to develop
into a passive, individual, caste selfishness. Scholarly attain-
ment, skill, refinement of manner, are then sought, not for
the true end of education but for purposes of self-aggrandize-
ment and exclusive privilege. The dynamic view, on the
contrary, is based upon a principle of cooperation. It holds
that without the ndvantagea of contact, both with society and
with its resources, there can be no education worthy of the
name. The individual who is truly cultured rises into social
consciousness, realizes that he is a member of society, embody-
ing in himself the attainments of civilization, and that he ia

a social instrument in the perpetuation and improvement of
these attainments. He brings to society certain individual
capacities. Society furnishes aims and means for the trans-
formation of these activities so as to give them social value.

This does not imply that there is a something called society
which exists apart from the individuals composing it, nor
that the individual loses his identity and becomes swallowed
up in society. It simply means that he becomes functionally
an organic element in the larger diversified whole which reacts
again upon his individual experience, rendering individual
unity richer and more complete.

An individual of good character, then, possesses good
judgment—a keen sense of discriminative insight which sees
things in proper perspective and proportion. He is conscious
of the respective worths of elements and is able to select the
important and abiding factors. He is more, however, than a
cnM logic engine

; he possesses a sensitiveness which "feels a
stain as a wound," an emotional delicacy or responsiveness to
certain elements of worth which cannot be mathematically
measured. Finally, he possesses force of character. He is

able to arrest the onward flow, to examine the situation, to
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decide in conformity with his convictions and aims, anil, wlien

obstacles or temptations arise, to persist in the execution of

his choice.

The Ethical Factor.—In practical experience the educator

is always met with a concrete situation and the question is

what I'Ught to be done next. This question cannot be properly

answered without careful reflection, nor can it lie disposed of

by dogmatic rule. If, as has been said, education "is the life

to be lived," the most vital of all questions la what kind

of life should be lived, what is the ideal type of life. The

educator must be able to go farther thJin a mechanical a])pli-

cation of a fixed ethical standard. He must have the insight

to cross-section the present experience and to investigate

this situation and determine what under these conditions

ought to be done. Such insight can be gained only by a

careful and extended examination of the educational problem

in its religious, moral and sociological relations. A profes-

sional training course for teachers should afford opportunity

for such examination and for access to the best literature on

the subject.*

n. Educational Means.—When we proceed further, and ask

to what extent and in what ways the educational process is

to be facilitated through an insight furnished by educational

science regarding the means of attaining these ends, we are

again faced with a complicated problem.

A. Materials.—As we investigate the various details sug-

gested in our table we find that in a certain sense the

materials or instruments to be used are furnished ready to

hand by forces over which the educator can exert no direct

control.

*See Arwtotle't Nichomaehean Bthici, Peters.

Chrutianily and IdealUm, Watuon.

The .Sf^idy nf F.tkir.i, Dewey.

Prcltgomena to Ethiet, Green.

Plato's Theaetetus, Dyde.

FroeiMVM Edveational Lawg, Huijhes.

Btrbart and tht Berbartiant, De Garmo.
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The individual learner is IjDin into the world with certain

physical, intellectual and moral potentialities, with instinctive

impulses, aptitudes, tendencies, which will always condition

his educational advance. Nor are his native surroundings

more subservient or less important. His social relations are

in great measure unchangeable. Tlie wealth of his inheritance

in the realma of literature, art and science cannot Iw augmented
by any direct educational fiat, but slowly increases as a result

of the perseverance and sagacity of the race. His physical

environment, as regards stimulus to the learning activity, and
the conditions under which such stimulus is received, appears

to be beyond the pale of educational influence.

And yet in regard to each of these details educational

science has indirectly an important work to perform. It

emphasizes the advantages to be gained by a proper start in

education; e.g., it finds on the negative side that the child

born with weak physical or mental powers, in an uncivilized

community, under conditions of extreme poverty, is by each

of these circumstances seriously handicapped in the educational

race. It endeavors to determine the ideal types of individual

and of surroundings best fitted for the attainment of the most

satisfactory results in the educational process and is, therefore,

deeply interested in the investigation of ways and means for

the proper production of such types.

The educational science of the future will, no doubt, pay

much greater attention than is at present paid to the con.sider-

iition of pre-natal problems and to such adjustment of wealth

conditions as shall render it possible to give to every child

a liberal education. Such investigation is biological, socio-

logical and political in character, the psychology involved

in it being rather sociological than individual. When treated

from the educational standpoint the results of such investiga-

tion may fairly be included under the head of educational

science, and should form a part of every teacher's training

course.

,lf:
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illH

B. Methods.—Let us now proceed to a consideration of the

method! by which these materials can !» best utilized in

education in order to attain the highest aims in the most

rapid and thorough-going manner. This, after all, is the

practical problem of education—the one with which the

teacher has primarily to do, for usually the learner and his

surroundings are existing conditions and the teacher has to

make the best of them.

I shall en<leavor to establish that in this most important

and direct phase of the teacher's work the greatest aid is

furnished by a study of psychology and the cognate sciences

of biology, neurology and physiology, and by a study of the

history of education.

1. The Psychological Factor.—As a preliminary step it may

be wise to clear the ground by a brief consideration of certain

misconceptions which have tended to create a reaction against

psychology as an aid in the preparation of teachers.

lat. It is sometimes urged that there are few, if any,

psychological facts upon which psychologists are themselves

agreed and that, therefore, no assistance can be derived from

psychology.

Now, this objection arises from a misapprehension of the

actual conditions. It is true that since the opening of the

first experimental laboratory in psychology by Professor

Wundt at Leipsic, in 1878, very great changes havo taken

place in methods of conducting psychological study and great

advances have been made along certain lines of psychological

investigation.

With this rapid development new discoveries and contro-

verted opinions have attracted public attention to such an

extent that established facts have been in a sense forgotten.

An investigation will show that there is a large body of

psychological knowledge upon which all are in substantial

agreement and much of this knowledge is of the greatest
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value in eilucatiuii ; e.ij., the piiiicijile that "eoiiientriition

of attention is an aid to memory" ii one whiih has been
universally admitted and practically applied from the earliest

times. The mo<lern psychological movement has verified the

statement by scientific experiment, has given us a better

insight into the true meaning of concentration, attention, and
memory, and has thus rendered tlie principle a more valuable

educational instrument than formerly. Thousanils of similar

examples might be quoted where there has never been dis-

agreement regarding the fundamental facts.

When we e.\amine the field of controverted theory we find

that psychological science is building upon sure foundations

and, further, that those factors which in their nature woidd
be of most value to education are tliose concerning which
there is little or no difference of opinion.

The example usually quoted in substantiation of the objec-

tion is that of the many different-color theories held by
Wundt, Hering, Young, Helmholtz, etc. It is pointed out

that leading psychologists devote much space to the views of

the rival claimants, and that almost every psychologist has a
theory of his own.*

Now, the "color theories" referred to as controversial ore

attempts, which thus far have proved only partially successful,

to conceive a process in the retina which could be correlated

with the facts of consciousness. In other words, each color

theory propo.ses an answer to the question, " What chemical or

mechanical processes take place in the eye—more specifically

in the retina—when I see, or have sensations of, light and
color!" Obviously the correct reply to this question must be

in harmony with the facts of color sensation -e.g., the pheno
mena of color mixture, color contrast, after images, and color

blindness.

There is still considerable difference of opinion as to what
are the actual facts, but the points in dispute are being con-

"8ee Outtinen of Ptyehotogv, KUIpe, p. 136.

I

I-
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stantly narrowed down through scientific reiieftrch, and a» a

result some color theories have Ix^en entirely disc-Mlited and

others greatly mollified. While the discovery of a theory of

visuid sensations which would explain all the phenomena upon

a psycho-physical basis would be of great interest to the educa-

tor, and might ultimately prove of much value, it is rather

with the facts regarding color phenomena that e<lucation is

most deeply concerned, and more particuhirly w ith that large

body of facts which are now universally agreed upo,'.

For example, as regards color blindness of pupils the advan-

tages accruing from the possession of psychological knowle<lge

by the teacher would be the following

:

(a) Such knowledge would aid in determining whether color

blindness is sufficiently important to enter into the problem of

control of the learning process. There are conceivable cases

for instance, that of studying a colored map in geography

—

where the color-blind pupil might be unable to understand

presented material and would thus be placed at a disadvantage.

Aft«r an investigation of such cases the question would be. Is

the abnormality of sufficient importance and frequency and is

its remedy sufficiently practicable to render it wise to spend

time in considering particular cases 1

(h) It would aid in determining what are the phenomena of

the abnormal condition and how the defect may be discovered.

Here such facts as that color-blind children are usually very

sensitive in regard to the defect, that they are likely to make

certain kinds of color errors, d that the sorting of yarns is

probably the most satisfactory test of color-blindness, would

be aids to the location of the difficulty.

(c) It would aid, by furnishing answers to such questions as

the following, in determining by what means the abnormal

conditions could De overcome : Is there any mechanical device

which if adopted would overcome the difficulty as spectacles
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do in owes of iiiyopiii ( » Is tlime any corrective form of
muBcuIar exercise} U there another available avenue of
approach, Ijy means of adaptation of present partial-color
sensations or through visual or auditory channels or verbal
explanation ?

Now, there is scarcely any difference of opinion regarding
the resulU of investigation along any of these three lines of
inquiry.

2nd. Another popular conception which has tended to
prevent psychology from being used as an aid in teaching
finds expression in the opinion that there is no relation
between psychology and education.

(o) This objection may arise from an incorrect view of the
scope of psychology, an objection which vanishes when we
consider wliat psychology really is.

A recent writer of high authority says (Stout, Manual of
Piyehology, p. 12), " Since the whole world, as it exists for an
individual consciousness, whether from a practical, theoretical,

or (esthetic point of view, has come so to exist through prior
mental process, it may be said that there is no objective fact
which is not capable of being utilized by the -^ chologist.

Prom this point of view we may say, with Dr. 'ard, that
'the whole choir of heaven anc' furniture of earth' so far as
they are known are data for psychology (article ' Psychology,'
Ericydupredia Britannim, 9th ed.. Vol. XX, p. 38). So, too,

are all works of imagination ; e.g., the Iliad, or Hamlet, or
Grimm's Fairy Tales ; ond all rules of conduct ; e.g., Roman
law, the Brahman ritual, the four boohs of Confucius and
Mencius. We must, howe- )r, carefully note that mere
examination of mental products is valueless for psychology,
except in so far as it helps us to trace mental process."

Now, the ability to "trace mental process" is a necessity
for the proper selection and presentation of material and the

•See •rtlole by Fioluiar Klndimiui, UninTnty of Tmmto Stvdia, PBvchologfoal
Seriei No. 1.
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proper dimtlion of tlie Icarner'n activity, and, tlierefui«, if

ProfeHSor 8tout'» view !» correct, pBycliologiciil atiuly in iiece«-

«iry for the teacher ; «.</., regarding foreign-language teaching

Professor Findlay aays (
Re/xtrt of Eiluailiwtal SnhjecU, London,

England, '98, Vol. 11, p. 353), " If it were possible for teacherx

of foreign languages to come to some agreement as to the

essential nature of a native language, of a second language,

and of the processes by which these grow in the mind, we

should not \te far from an agreement as to their place in the

curriculum, and as to methods for teaching them."

I hope to show somewhat definitely in the next chapter how

in such selection and presentation of material psychology is of

genuine assistance to the educator.

(6) Again, in contrast with this Um) narrow view of the scope

of psychology the objection may arise from the other pole and

may be due to a reaction against exaggerated claims for psy-

chology in education, for with some "educational science" and

"psychology " are synonymous terms.

It is important to remember that psychology in this con-

nection has its limitations as well as its possibilities. (1) A

training in psychology as an aid to the teacher can never take

the place of scholarship, aptitude or practical experience.

While conceding this point it should not be forgotten that

psychological study per se possesses a culture value not to be

despised, and many teachers have also found that through its

study—especially in the branch of child study—they have

been awakened to an interest in, and a sympathy with,

children which they would not otherwise have possessed.

Further, the value of experience in teaching is greatly

enhanced by the power (o appreciate the salient points of

such expcrience-a power which is greatly increased by psy-

chological study. (2) Psychology does not furnish fixed and

inexorable laws which may be applied to all schoolroom cases.

It furnishes instruments of insight which must be ration-
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ally niliipted to the iieeiU of cuili now situaticm. (3) All

of psyohologicttl science in not of ilirect educutional value.

Much of what is properly included in a university course in

psychology is scarcely of more value to the teacher than to the

matheuatician or to the civil engineer. (4) Education is not

a subdepartment of psychology. To be of most service in

education the psychological facts must be considered from
the educational standpoint. While education owes much to

psychology, some of the most fruitful fields of psychological

research owe their discovery to suggestions originating in

educational investigation. Thus education and psychology

reinforce each other. (B) Psychology, as we have seen, does

not cover the whole ground of the aims and means of educa-

tion. It does not tell why we study, except in a selective

sense, or what to study, but it aids us materially in determining

hoiv to study.

2. The Historical Factor.—A study of the history of civi-

lization, and more particularly of that phase termed "the
history of education," is of the greatest assistance in the

solution of educational problems and thus furnishes valuable

contribution to educational science. This involves not only a

study of educational aims and means adopted in the past, and
of the successes and failures which have attended certain

lines of action, but also an investigation of what is now being

done, of the best systems of education, courses of study, text-

books, and methods of school organization, management and
teaching, at present obtaining in various countries of the

world. Such empirical investigation serves to guard against

error, to suggest lines of improvement and to act as a balance-

wheel to the abstract and ofttimes impracticable theories

elaborated from the philosophical side. Thus by a minimum
of effort we may avail ourselves of the results of the costly

experimentation of many generations.

The teocher in training finds in past failures, .such os that of

the monitorial-system experiment, in the wise counsels of such

W:_
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educators aa Comenius, in the examples of the vigorous person-

ality of such leaders as Arnold, and of the self-sacrifice of such

philanthropists as Pestalozzi, a safeguard against error, a guide

to sound method and a stimulus to future endeavor. Further,

a comparative study of e<lucational systems, past and present,

reveals an irreducible minimum of scientific, educational

instrument which has stood the test of years of experience,

which is in accord witli the sanest educational theory, is

almost universally agreed upon, and which, being accepted,

leaves the student free for the investigation of other problems

which demand attention.

The space at my disposal does not admit of a detailed state-

ment of the ways in which all the subjects referred to in this

chapter—ethics, sociology, etc.—contribute to educational

science. For purposes of illustration, however, I shall select

one of these subjects and shall devote the next chapter to an

analysis- somewhat in detail but still necessarily very incom-

plete—of ways in which psychology is of service to education.



CHAPTER VI.

THK PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTOH OF F.DUCATIONAL SCIENCE.

Adopting the view that psychology enables us to "trace

mental process " let us next prfMjeed to a consideration of

various modes in which, when viewed from the educational

standpoint, psychology does this in such ways as to furnish

assistance in the solution of educational problems.*

It may be noted at the outset that if there were no develop-

ment of mental process, and no re' ited sequence in such

development, there could be no education worthy of the name.

The child furnishes the starting-point and the focus of educa-

tional activity, while his capacity for improvement, and the

length of time during which the learning activity may be

continued, condition the entire process.

As has been pointed out by Fiske, Harris and others, the

possibility of education, and, therefore, of the advance of civi-

lization, varies directly as the length of the period of infancy.

In the lower animal bom with fixed instincts there is but a

brief period of advance. The child of the savage, and the

gamin of the street, evince remarkable precocity along certain

lines, but they mature at an early period and in later life

suffer from the results of arrested development. On the bio-

logical side it takes months or even years for man to form

co-ordinations which in the case of lower forms of animal life

are practically present at birth. Hence, with the child there

is dependence upon society, calling forth such moral virtues

*See Applied Payehology, UolMut.
Tttt Piycholvyieai Foutidatiijn4 fif EJuealiiiH, Harris.

Ptj/ehology in tht Sekootroomt Dexter and Oarliok.
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as pity, sympathy and self-sacrifice. There is also an almost

limitless capacity fur progress in forming numerous and com-

plex combinations of original activities. Further, there is

with the child in civilized society a tendency to take on the

attitude or spirit of his surroundings ; e.g., the child who has

been reared in a home of culture and intelligence speaks the

language and in a great measure thinks the thoughts of those

with whom he has come in contact. It is owing to these

characteristics that education becomes possible and necessary.

Through the last mentioned, viz., the capacity of adaptation

to environment, society finds a key to the solution of the

educational problem,

I. The Stages of Mental Development.—Psychology furnishes

a knowledge, more or less complete, of the stages of mental

growth from infancy to adult life, and so provides a standard

and criterion for discovering what subject-matter is necessary

and appropriate to a given phase of development—necessary

to answer to the hunger that is there, and appropriate to

contribute to the possibilities of growth.

The most casual observer of child nature has not failed

to notice that while there is great diversity in development

there are certain clearly-defined resemblances common to

all; e.g , no one would suppose that a child three years of

age could comprehend the calculus or fully appreciate the

beauty and power of Raphael's " Transfiguration ;" nor would

anyone expect to find marked dift'erences in the ability or

temperament of the same child on two succeeding days.

Shakespeare, whose insight into the working of the mind

was so clear that he is said to have "dipped his pen in the

human heart," has left us in his "Seven Ages of Man"
a graphic and accurate description of the most prominent

periods in the cycle of life. Professor Donaldson (Growth of
Brain, p. 46) makes the following post-natal subdivision from

the biological standpoint :
" Infancy, the period of dependence
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upon the mother (in mediciU jurispiudenco (extending to the

time wlien the milk teeth begin to be shed) ; childhood, from

the beginning of independence to the age of pul)erty
; youth,

from puberty to the completion of the increase in both stature

and weight ; maturity, from the completion of growth to the

onset of uncompensated decay ; old age, from the beginning

of uncompensated decay to death,"

The educative period is confined mainly to the tirst three of

these divisions. School life presents two prominent budding

periods or points of departure, viz., (1) the conclusion of later

infancy, from the sixth to the seventh year, when the brain

has attained almost its full weight, and (2) the conclusion of

childhood and beginning of adolescence from the twelfth to

the fourteenth year (earlier with girls than boys).

Speaking generally, in earlier infancy the activity of

the child is directed mainly to gaining a mastery of the

fundamental bodily organs. In later infancy, during the

kindergarten, symlwlic or play period, he utilizes his sen-

sation images as ordered cues or signals for motor expression

in play in which the interest lies wholly within the activity

itself. During the period of childhood the response to

stimulus is postponed for some time and action begins to

be controlled by the idea of a result or product, instead of

following the interest of immediate expression in play. In

the pDriod of youth the mind takes on a more reflective or

scientific attitude and there comes a more thoughtful adjust-

ment to larger social relations of the individual.*

IL The Unity of Individual Experience. — Psychological

investigation of the educational process discovers not only

that there is a regular succession of attitudes toward life

• See Pedagogieai Stminary, E. Stanley Hall.

Plyehology of Childhood (5th e<l.), Tracy.

Studiet in Edwalion, Earl Bamea.
Mental Developmetit in the Chitd, Preyer.

Sluaiei oj ChlUhoiid, Sully.

Utntal Develoyt/uiU in tie Child and the Race, Iktiilwin.
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and experience, which attitudes reveal themselves in tlie child

at certain fairly-well-defined periods, but also that there is

an underlying miity which gives coherence and identity to all

experience.

At each stage we find an inseparable connection between
mind and body. Every conscious experience exhibits a three-

fold aspect—intellectual, emotional, volitional. The so-called

faculties of perception, memory, imagination and thought are

always implicitly or explicitly pre.sent and are successively

emphasized in the natural ascent from sensuous to ideal. The
extreme "dualistic," "tripartite," and "faculty" views of

earlier times have been abandoned or greatly modified, and
there is general un^inimity in holding that from the functional

standpoint the basic unit of mental action is found in the

attentive act, and not in either a sensi.tion or a thought.

On the biological side, in lower forms of life, we find

adaptation of the organization to its environment. Even
here we do not have a completely static condition of organ-

ism on one side and environment on the other. There is the

functional life process. The plant does ^ot take up all that it

comes in contact with ; it assimilates that which is necessary

for sui-vival. This activity becomes more and more complex
as we ascend the scale from lowest vegetable to highest animal

life, and in man from infancy through the successive stages of

mental development.*

The individual is organized on a principle of well being.

No matter how vigorous the personality or lofty the ideal in

adult life, at the beginning the individual appears as a com-
plex of instincts, impulses, feelings, hereditary powers It

must not be forgotten, however, that these early elements are

tcleologicid in character.

Human consciousness at this stage is not, as Lccke supposed,

a tahii/n rn-w to be written upon by sensations. Nor is it a

*Set Tht Ptyehuiegieat FoundationM o/ Education, Harrii, pp. 23-37.
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(lormmit p.)tentiiility, wliich must be goaded into activity.
The native impulses and instincts of the cliild are their own
alarm-signal. There is a natural hunger of the soul to receive
sensations, an impulse to observe and to express ; in other
words, to develop througl, activity. The tendency of the
individual is essentially progressive. Without this impulse-
activity there could be no growth and no education. These
instinctive tendencies manifest themselves in movements, and
as a result the child has experiences of contact with his
environment, and certain sensations and impressions are
formed. At the beginning of infancy these movements are
apparently purely reflex. The eye follows the light and the
hand feels the object because of a hunger for light and touch
sensations.

Nor are these reflexes in organic connection. The eye
reacts to light and the ear to sound, but eye and ear have no
connection. At the end of about the third month the nerves
connecting brain-centres take on the medullary sheath and
the child begins to be able to make co-ordinations between
different senses. When he sees a light he reaches for it;
when he hears a sound he turns his head, and so on. He'
thus begins in a crude way to form images or adaptations
of previous habit to the building up of new experience.

Let us consider the familiar example of a little child
learning to makj the eye-hand co-ordination, who while
looking at, and fumbling with, a watch happens to press
upon the spring and the cover opens. If someone closes
the cover the child has a vague, remembered, visual ini.ige
of the watch as open, and a kiuoesthetio impression or image
of the feeling of the muscles of the arm in pressing the
spring.*

Now, it is a tenden.^y of any image, no matter how crude,
to express itself again in some way or other. The sight of the

" Sm Biography of a Baby, Min Shiniu, p. 141.

PrineipUt of Psychology, James, Vol. il, p. 488.
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closed watch calls up the image of the open watch and of a

pleasurable feeling which it is desired to have again. Tliis

visual image reacts upon the tactual, and the motor activity

is repeate<l. There is a feeling of the watch somewhat similar

to that of the first fumbling activity, but the attitude is

changed, the activity is no longer purely aimless; there is a

conscious purpose in view, viz., to reconstruct present experi-

ence by changing the form of stimuli received from the watch.

If the cover again responds by opening, the activity is

repeated. Thus the eye and the hand continue to reinforce

each other and a habit of co-ordination ia formed.

Now, in this simple beginning we have in vague and

implicit form the elements of the most profound and far-

reaching experience of which the human being is capable.

1st. There is a unity of personal experience to be realized.

It is the child's own experience, a step in the life process.

2nd. There is a problem, a breakdown of habitual experi-

ence; the first fumbling activity may scarcely have arisen

into consciousness except as by pleasant, emotional tone

accompaniment; but now there is a new co-ordination. In

this case the conscious realization of the process is extremely

vague and indistinct. Still there is a problem. The situation

ia one of a watch to be opened.

3rd. There is the modification of past experience so as to

transform it into iniages of the end which is to be reached

and of the means for reaching the end. It is a situation not

only of a watch to be opened, but to be opened through the

agency of a co-ordination of hand-and-eye activity. As

Professor James says, " In one sense there can be no volun-

tary activity which has not first been involuntary
:

" on the

first occasion that the hand and eye having united in a move-

ment the result was no longer an eye movement, nor a hand

movement, but a third movement—a hand-eye movement

which was distinctly different from either of the others or

I
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from a fusion of the two. In the earlier simple reflex to light
there w,is a movement of the entire organism, even involving
sympathy of the circulatory activity, but the emphasis was
upon the visual phase. Now, in the eye-hand movement there
IS not a divided activity, partly eye and partly hand, but an
undifferentiated unity of experiences, an activity, a tension
between the sensjitional focus of present exi)erienc>- ar.d the
future image to which the experience tends in its forward
movement.

4tli. There is the .selection, the development and adjustment
of means and ends Irading to a new position, and actual
experiencing on the part of the child. There is the reaction of
the habitual kinoesthetio image which furnishes a cue to the
adjustment of hand and eye so as to open the watch. After
sufficient repetition the activity Iwcomes comparatively reflex,
after which time, if continued at all, it is for the feeling of
satisfaction furnished by the activity itself.

Now, a comparison will show that in the classification of a
school pupil, considered in Chapter HI, we had in the recon-
structive process a series of stages mrresiK.nding to tho.se in
the case just considered. According to this view the later
stages do not differ from the earlier so much in the quality as
in the complexity of the experience which reveals itself in the
successive stages previously referred to; e.g., in the period of
later infancy the characteristic unity may be said to be the
slory; the present, direct response. In the period of chiUhood
It IS found in serial order, a relation of means and ends, a
history or a scheme, which toward the latter part of the
period throws the emphasis on skill as the attitude becomes
increasingly mediated and indirect. In the youth period
the unity may be said to be law, ahetractim, generalization;
there is a tendency to seek truth for its own sake, to probe
into the hidden meaning of things, to develop technique in
a scientific way, and the activity becomes more and more
reflective.
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According to the theory of the unity of tlie thought prnocss

previously referred to everything dejiends upon, and is related

to, everything else. Voluntary attention differs from involun-

tary in the complexity of the operation. Perception, memory,

etc., are stages of development. The individual is not a passive

recipient of sensations such that when acted upon by a stimulus

he responds with a movement. There is a fixation of the eye

for the reception of light. There is more than simple adjust-

ment ; there is a selective and relating activity. The individual

is self-active, purposive, selective, lying in wait for, and reaching

out after, the right kind of stimulus—that best adapted to his

needs. Tims the mechanism of »eiise perception is not a sensori-

motor arc but a sensori-motor circle in which the stimulus to be

responded to locates the point of greatest stress or tension.*

Memory is not a bringing back to consciousness of an image

previously stowed away like a photograph in an album. It is

a genuine reproduction. An image is not a photograph or a

kaleidoscopic reconstruction of elementary photographs. It is

the adaptation of a former habit to the building up of a new

habit which it is desired to have, and images are not confined

to the visual type alone but may be visual, auditory, motor,

tactual, etc.

This theory exalts initiative to the highest place and makes

self-activity the keynote of all progress and, therefore, of all

education. Will is the entire personnlity arresti-.g the move-

ment to see what ought to be done and then moving forward

to the attainment of the desired end. According to this view

every act, no matter how commonplace, has an ethical bearing.

This ethical phase finds its fullest development in religious

experience where in the interaction of divine and human love

we reach the most perfect reconstruction through the identi-

fication of the imperfect self with God—the completely-realized

personality.

•See urtiole on "The Reflex Arc Concept," by Protewor Dewey, Piycholcgieal

Rrview, 1886, p. 3S7.
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Such a conception of the thouglit process when applied^
education gives a practical and rational solution to many
problems A proper training of one factor means a tmining
for al the others; e.,j., a correct method of acquisition of
knowledge will at the same time afford volitional and emo-
tional training. When the principle is properly applied in
tcachmg, development is not arrested by remaining too long
upon the lower plane nor by proceeding to the higher plane
too soon. The theory holds that the best progress is made
when the learner is upon the line dividing the known from
tl.e related unknown (if I may use such an expression).
There can be no thought properly so called unless there is
a problem involving a breakdown in experience and also a
power of reconstruction. The stage of advance reached by
the learner affords the key to the adaptation of the presenta-
tion of the material to his capacity in such a way as to produce
the most satisfactory results.

ra. The Genesis of Habit-There are certain habits which
we wish the child to form-habits of memory, judgment
tliought, appreciation, morals, etc. Psychology shows how
the raw material of sensation, interest and impulse is worked
into higher forms. It gives an insight into the mechanism
involved in the formation and exercise of habits. The pur-
pose, however, is not to develop mechanical habit reganlless of
the conscious activity of the learner. The main thing is the
interaction of consciousness- intellectual, emotional, and voli

".Tl~°".^''
^"^ °^ "" "'"'•^- '^''«™ """^^ ^ "'« formation

of definite habits, but not as ends in themselves, not as copies
of what other people have learned to do. The purpose is to
bring the child to a realization of the meaning of the thing-
the desirability of a certain course of action-and then to
control hia habits in virtue of this realization. Nor is the
training to be considered an exter.nal end in itself
There is no true method except in relation to the subject-

matter. If psychology is to be of service in education it
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ii not to be in formulating ft upecien of mental gymnasticH

by which one is to di volop certain plirenolngitiil l)uinps or to

train certain assumed, empty, isolated powers of observation,

memory, etc., according to the view of the old "faculty"

psychology.

Any real training of mental power—«.;/., memory—is tlw

training of capacity to be interested in, and to appropriate,

certain kinds of facts, and to ignore ond forget others. It is

training to a right attitude toward the world of truth. The

faculty of remembering is simply a power or habit of remem-

bering and goes back to an adaptation of certain original

instinctive abilities. The teacher's duty is to assist in the

selection of the best material, and in its translation into the

chad mind so as to bring about such an attitude, i.e., to

enable the learner so to direct and control his activity as to

appropriate proper material in the quickest and most thorough-

going manner.

IV. Tie Sequence of SuWect-Matter.-If we take any depart-

ment of knowledge, e.g., mathematics, and study its origin,

history, and present content, we shall find that there was a

reason for its origin and that there has been a method in its

development. There is a sequence by which each point follows

in regular order and grows out of the previous one. This is

perhaps clearer in mathematics than in any other department,

but the more one looks into any subject the more one sees an

underlying principle running tLrough it all. This accounts

for the clearness of exposition of the person who has mastered

a subject from every standpoint as compared with one who has

only a smaf.ering or superficial view. The chronological order

of development may not always correspond with the logical

order, but there is an order which is best adapted to the

learning mind.

Ago.in, certain subjects are best fitted for producing certain

mental attitudes—«.j., it has been truly said that mathemati-
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cal Ntudy is I ho liijjic of the plonieiitnry mIkkiI— ».i ihul in fixinj,'

educationiil values we muHt know something of the effect of
particular forms of sluily in the (Jevoh,pment of spi'cial habits
of minri. In iletcmiining, therefore, the kind of material fitted
for a certain stage of life advancement, and the ways in which
tlmt material should !» presented in onler to reach the aim in
view, it is necessary to study the suliject itself in relation to
mental development. It is one thing to possess an examination
knowledge of a suhject and .[u'e another thing to !« able t<i

teach it properly. To accomplisli the latter it is necessary to
sit down and consider the subject from a new standpoint
altogether—to ask oneself, " Why flo I teach this subject and
how can it best be presented 1" In other words, the subject
must be "psychologized." An ivample of this form of treat-
ment is shown in The PsycMngy of yumb.r, by iJewey and
McLellan. Psychology may not Iw nlilo to say with absolute
accuracy tlmt a definite kind of material should l)e given at a
definite moment and that it shoidd be presented in a definite
way, but it affords the truest available guide to such selection
and method.

V. The Conditions most Conducive to Educational Activity.
—The advance made by the learner is seriously affected in an
indirect way by conditions outside the actual subject to bo
learned and the direct method of its presentation.

The questions of proper physical, physiological and hygienic
conditions, of nutrition, clothing, temperature, light, seating,

schoolroom apparatus and decorations, exercise, fatigue, com-
panions, school regulations, discipline, etc., are of vital impor-
tance in education. The treatment of such questions belongs
to many different departments of study—medicin', architec-

ture, etc. ; but into all such considerations, p.sycl]ology more
particularly physiological psychology— enters ar a factor to

show the intimate relation of the physical and the j i, chieal,

M\A thus to determine the conditions liest suited to highest
function.
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VI. AppliMtion of tb* Foregoinc Piychologieal BwralU to-

ut, Th« SelfCtion and Arrniig<-mtnl of Subjecl-Maltfr.—Thone

who, without aclei|unte preUniinnry investigation, outline

oouniea of study are apt to commit many serioun erron.

(a) They take no pains to diHCOver what knowledge is of

mont worth. Having never considpred the aims or means of

mlucation they hnve no criterion of judgment. Tlicy, there-

fore, select material at random and as a result much time

spent in the schools is worse than wasted whether the results

be viewed from the standpoint of utility, nr of discipline.

(J) They forget the individual to be educated. They con-

clude to send the child to school a certain number of years.

They divide the material to be studied into a corresponding

number of equal parts ; e.g., adilition is to be taught during

the first year, subtraction the second, and so on. As someone

has humorously pointed out, it seems to them that the creation

of a continent for each school year was a providential arrange-

ment specially designed for geography teaching. They look

upon the child as a passive recipient into which knowledge

can be poured in a mechanical and unrelated fashion. With

them he is the best teacher who can keep the largest number

of pupils perfectly still through the greatest number of hours

per year and who can secure the highest marks for pupils

on a final rote memory examination. Such a conception of

education ignores the facts that the individual is a personality,

a self-active, living organism, that every stage of life is

important in itself, and that attitude toward truth is more

important than the possession of unassimilated knowledge.

This information view submerges discipline, ond, on the

knowledge side, forgets that not all material is suited to the

organs of prehension and digestion of the individual learner

at 4 particular stage of his development.

Fo ""atcly, or unfortunately, human nature usually rebels

again o a load of indigestible material forced upon it from with-
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out. Tlio liixtory iif uducivtion (uriilHlii'H Cfiuiitlodii Rxiiiiiplos

of xucli reljelliori ami of iiiiitlMxIa fin- ils Kupprcssimi. Ity nmiiy,
oorpiiral piininliiiiciit was adopted 08 tlio dnvico to ovprcome
the dilHciilty, and the enforcement of the motto of the Jfuo/Jer
achoohnaster pioneer, "Lickin and larnin, Inr- • iid lickin;

no hckin, no larnin," has been conaiderwlas tli.- rp,,iy praetiml
aolution to the prf)l)li'm. In fiut, there ar.: s, 'i i,,.,,n «l, ,

preouh an edui-atioiml gospel which in tl. iiliii.n.' .,ii:il\.-,is

means a return to the "phI" as the pniu.. . .i.i ml ills i n,

the other hand, there are those who l>y u; luxn j^ I., i. , ,

propose to sugarcoiit the pill until the |iiipil sw,ul «•
; it, and

it has been found that by such a niethwl the piifil by and
by forms a habit of taking anything set before lilii,, wlii, uit

complaint.

Many of the devices proposed for making subjects " inter-

esting" are artificial means of bridging over a gulf which
exists between the child mind and the subject to be studied,

a gulf which is seldom found when the material is properly
selected and presented.

The result of creating false tastes and of yielding to every
capricious whim of the child—of making everything so easy
that there is no olwtacle—is to produce an effeminate and
priggish superficiolity ; and with such results so much in
evidence it is not surprising that there should be a reaction
against methods which make everything easy and interesting.

Now, as there has been greater diversity of opinion regard-
ing the signification of the word "interest" than of any
other word in the vocabulary of education, it may not be out
of place to turn aside for a moment to point out several mis-
conceptions. The claim that the material should be suited to
the stage of development of the pupil does not imply the
removal of all olistacles, but merely the unneces-sary ones.
Tlie matori.il will still present oUlaules ; if it did not it would
be devoid not only of interest but also of educational value.
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Anyone wl.o has oUsei-vwl .-i g.iinc "f lu-by f...,ll..i:i slioulil

have no dilliculty in realizing that an activity may be most

strenuous and at the same time most fascinating.

As we have seen, unless there is a problem ti.ere can be no

thought activity properly so called. Tim great law of interest

is to regulate the tension between the known and the unknown

in such a way that tlie exercise will not be too easy and yet

not so difficult as to induce discouragement. All achievement

worthy of attention is full of difficulty and any proper line

of educational work will present sufficient obstacles without

creating new ones. The whrile question of interest reverts to

habit and attention. If the material is so selected and pre-

sented that the child has a desire to do something that is

really worth while, and realizes that the difficulty has a

genuine relation to what he is doing, and that by overcoming

it he will be nearer the accomplishment of his purpose, he

becomes interested in the activity. He realizbs that it is a

something which is to be attended to in ord' r 'o reach his

aim, and he experiences a pleasure from each successful

achievement which spurs him on to future endeavor.

The teacher's problem is, then, not to find what is interest-

ing, nor to make things interesting, nor to remove all obstacles,

but to bring the child into a sphere of objects and relations

which are most worthy of his attention at this stage, and then

to bring him to a consciousness of the meaning of the thing

and to direct his activity upon the point of greatest difficulty

so that he will not only overcome obstacles but form a habit

of looking for and overcoming them.

To return to the former discussion, the advocates of the

pouring-in process fail to realize that the little residuum of

knowle°lge which remains (for most of it is quickly forgotten)

is comparatively worthless. In order that the presented

material become of service to the learner it is necessary that

the mind reach out and lay hold of the material and work it
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over into a vitiil part of its own experience, a Iielpful part of
its powers of action.

The material to be learned is not something which bangs
in the air statically. It exists in the consciousness of other
people. Certain experiences have been gone through and cer-

tain facts formulated and systematized. This material must
lie detached from its native setting and translated into the

consciousness of the learner. It must not be put into him

;

he must put himself into it, and the teacher's business is to
show him how to do that.

Let us cite an example from the teaching of geography, a
subject in which the pouring-in process has been adopted with
but little adverse criticism. Some thirty years ago a certain

pupil during his first year of geography study spent a number
of weeks in drilling upon the names of the productions of the
respective states of the American union. The lists were com-
mitted by a pure effort of verbal memory. No attempt was
made to show why the material should be learned or to relate

it to climate, relief, or any other fact^producing principle. No
problems of any kind w<—> presented for solution. The result

is that although at tl. . time he could recite them all with
ease he now remembers the productions of only one state, and
as, owing to various causes, the products of this state have
changed the remembered list is incorrect.

Now, it cannot be said that in the case quoted the failure

"as due to lack of knowledge or of aptitude on the part of the

teacher, for she possessed both in unusual degree, nor can it be

asserted that she had suffered from pedagogical training, for

she had never received any. She also possessed a free hand
as regarded selection of material to lie taught. She simply
followed a method which still dominates much of geography
teaching.

There are many classes who experience a shock if the map is

hung with the so-called "south-side" nearest the ceiling. They
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have the feeling that the map is an eiiil in itself, a, sometliing

which ia stu^iicd on its own account, Tlie idea of actually

relating it to experience outside the schot>l has never entered

their rainds.

Geographical study may consist simply in committing by

rote certain definitions and lists of names of places without

discrimination or puri)ose, just as one might learn the epitaphs

and names of unknown persons from the tombstones in a

cemetery.

To the properly-educated man geographical knowledge is

not, as in the case alluded to, a d ad weight of unrelated and

unassimilated information. It is an attitude of mind which

gives meaning to things. The simplest object of field or

forest possesses value, not so much for what it is in itself as

for what it represents. The map serves as an instrument

with the aid of which the imagination constructs the actual

scene and views it in proper perspective. A knowledge of

present conditions is sufficient to enable such a one to antici-

pate erosion and uplieaval, the building of cities, and the

growth of nations. Such an attitude can be gained oniy by a

proper adaptation of material to the conditions of the learner.

(() Those who prescribe courses of study may fall into the

opposite error and make the child the be-all and end-all of

education, ignoring external factors. Now, the subject matter

of education has been obtained from the general world of

experience, history, nature— sources entirely independent

of the child. It has been pointed out that the pui-pose of

education is to socialize the child, to enable him to gain a

power of interpreting his experience through the resources

that have been worked out and which have been inherent in

the continued process of civilization. Evidently if the learner

ia to overtake in a few years what it has taken centuries to

accomplish there must be some way of improving upon the

original miiliod of aocjuisition. Society furnishes the teacher

for the purpose of facilitating this process.
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Tl.e extreme ,«J»ouate.s of the ",!fv„l„j„„..>.t " tlieory have
forgotten that one of the fun.lan.e.ital priiicii.I.H which render
education necessary is that the material (dyna.nically con-
sidered) is not within the child and that it is desirable that
he shall be put in possession of it. The extreme advocates
cf the "nature" theory have forgotten another fundamental
principle, which is that it is necessary to "short-circuit" the
process extending over thousands of years so as, if possible to
gam Its best results in the relatively brief period of, say,
twenty-one years preceding adult life.

Perhaps sufficient has been said in the early part of this
chapter to show how by the study of stages of development
and materials fitted to these stages the teacher may be aidedm avoiding errors and making a proper choice of subject and
sequence.

The courses of study outlined by Froebel for the kinder-
garten, by the Committees of Ten and Fifteen for elementary
and secondary schools, by Dr. Dewey in Society ami School
and by Dr. Harris in The Psychological Foundations of
Education, furnish prominent examples of efforts which have
been made to effect a classification of material for a particular
period with due regards to the needs of the individual and
of society.

2nd. Methods of Teaching.—In the reconstruction of the
learner's experience the teacher endeavors to facilitate the
translation of the richer content of the sr^ial consciousness
into the crude consciousness of the learner; e.g., suppose a
child has reached a point where he is rearly to learn how to
multiply decimal.^. Now, the something wliich the child is to
gain does not exist in the book. The b«,k statement is
an abstraction of it. The teacher's c.,„.Hciou8 experience of
multiplication of decimals is an ability lo adapt previous
habits to the building up of a new experience, a bridge from
one experience to another, a devi.;,. for facilitating and enrich-
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I i

ing conduct. Ah a result of this power the teaclier can solve

pmblems and thus reach ends wliich the pupil cannot reach.

It is this kind of instrument which the child is to gain

possession of.

As has been pointed out it is one thing to know the facts of

a subject and quite another to be able to teach the subject well.

This is especially evident in elementary work. To the teacher

preparing an introductory lesson on multiplication of decimals

such questions as the following demand consideration :—What

new material is to be presented ? What representati\ e material

shall be used in interpretation 1 How shall the former experi-

ence be brought to bear upon the new presentation? Is it well

to begin by facing the pupil with a difficult, practical life prob-

lem, involving multiplication of decimals, and to allow him to

flounder a little before offering him further suggestions? Should

lie discover the method for himself? To what extent should the

teacher suggest 1 Should the pupil make the discovery through

the adaptation of his previous habit of multiplication of frac-

tions or would it be better for him to adapt his knowledge of

simple multiplication and notation of decimals without any

direct reference to fractions 1 Would it be wise to begin with

the multiplication of a decimal by a whole number of one digit

and then to proceed by increasingly-difficult steps? etc.

Now, such questions as the foregoing arise in every lesson

no matter what the subject may be, and they can be properly

answered only after a careful stu<ly of the relations existing

between the learner and the material to be learned.

An examination of the work done by the best teachers

—

those who have and those who have not received professional

training—shows that, consciously or unconsciously, they strive

to answer satisfactorily these questions by adapt ing the subject

to the requirements of the learning mind. Further, there is

universal agreement that certain metho<l3 are preferable to

certain others ; e.(?., thirty years ago the student, in learning
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the preposition in English grammar, was asked to memorize a

list of prepositions — " about, above," etc.—and wlien in parsing

he came to a word mentioned in the list he was expected to

parse it as a preposition because it was included in the list

learned.

The student now approaches the subject from an entirely

different standpoint—that of tlio function or force of the word
in the sentence. In this way he quickly gains an insight, by
which he can independently make as satisfactory a list of

prepositions as that which pupils were formerly asked to

memorize, and, further, he understands why the possession of

such a list is entirely inadequate.

It will 1)6 generally conceded that the statement that the

latter method of teaching the preposition is superior to the

former method is as true as the statement that "similar

triangles are to one another in the duplicate ratio of their

homologous sides." And yet notwithstanding all this there

are many good teachers who are vigorously oppo.sed to all

study of method. It is urged that the student-teacher blindly

copies the method taught, that the model presented may not

be the best, that the method may be unsound, and that the

copy is always inferior to the original. Further, it is claimed

that an effort to arrive at method in a scientific way is from

the nature of the case doomed to failure.

Now, an analysis of these objections will show that they

arise either as an adverse criticism of the abuse of method, or

from a static view of education.

In the first place, every teacher must adopt some method.

It is perhaps not surprising that one who has heard "method"

exalted out of all due proportion, or seen devices for creating

a false appetite or unnatural interest, should go to the opposite

extreme and say, " I do not believe in method ; I try to have

none." And yet anyone who teaches must teach in snme way
and a description of what is done would be a description of

the method used.
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The teacher who teacliex inultiplieation of decimals by

having pupils simply learn the rule and apply it to the prob-

lem may consider the preparation of the lesson and study of

menti.i processes entirely unnecessary, but still he has a

method. Further, lie is likely to defend his method with

the argument that " it is better not to waste time in trying

to explain such rules to young children, but to teach them

the facts, and by and by they will understiind the reasons."

This argument, it will be observed, is an appeal to mental

process as the final criterion. There is merely a difference of

opinion as to what the actual psychological facts are.

In the next place, tli« " blind imitation " of a model by the

pupil in ordinary school work, or by the student-teacher in

learning how to teach, is entirely opposed to the dynamic

conception of education previously referred to. The ultimate

test of any method in any subject is, Dot« it in the licst way

enable the child to translate the stwial material into his own

consciousness so that it become.^ part and parcel of himself,

an instrument for future control! If the saying "as the

teacher so the school" means that the child imitates the

teacher in a blind way, always following where the teacher

leads and learning nothing but what the teacher tells him,

the result is most disastrous. As an example of the results

of such imitation consider the case of an adult who goes to

a large city for the first time, and has a friend who takes

complete charge of him and acta as guide on all occasions

without explanation. If the newcomer submits passively and

unobservingly to these conditions he may find the experience

very restful, but the longer lie follows this course the more

completely "at sea" he will be when left to himself. It is

a matter of everyday experience that by such a method a

person often becomes "turned" us regards direction— so that,

e.g., west appears south—and is never again able to orientate

himself properly, no matter how faithfully and continuously

he may strive to do so.
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Imitation is a valuable factor in education, but not wlien it

limits individual spontaiicity and connists simply in copying an

external model ; e.g., a child learns to swim more easily if he

sees others swimming, ami has a mo<leI to imitate, than if left

entirely to himself, but the impulse to swim is not dependent

upon any external motlel. By devoting siitlicient time to it a

child under favorable conditions will learn to swim without

any model or instructions. The advantage of the model is

that it enables the learner to eliminate a numlier of the

elements or factors of purely individual experimentation.

By judicious imitation he saves time, gets (juickly to the

c'>-ordination, and omits the intermediate gue.sses, and, as we

hrive seen, this is a point in wliich true education improves

upon the process of " nature." Such imitation does not simply

furnish external models for the child. What it does is to

furnish only those which fall in line with his own natural

tendencies, in order to save the waste of too-long-continued

experimentation and to guard against the formation of

incorrect habits.

Similarly, such "method" can itself become an instrument

for the teacher only when he hiis reflected upon the subject in

its logical relations and upon the manner in which it is assimi-

lated by the mind in relation to other studies so as to become

a factor of control. Tins means that the subject must be

studied from the logical and psychological standjioidts, in

ways indicated in the earlier part of tliis chapter.

In addition to methods of teaching which have been

developed theoretically along the lines just referred to there

is a body of empirical method which tho history of education

shows to have been worked out in a practical way and to have

stood the test of experience. The value of such methods to

check up and accentuate the more ai)stract theoretical formu-

lation is con.siili'nilile an<l the .science of education can scarcely

afford to discountenance all that lia- not lieen discovered by
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laboratory motlimls. Everything which in any way contributes

to educational facilitation is of value and properly belongs to

the theory of e<lucational science.

To recapitulate, it has been thoroughly established that the

mind does not work in a haphazard fashion but that there is

continuity and relation thrr'ighout the entire life process, that

there are certain charac* istics of successive stages of develop-

ment common to all c'li'i'; .n, and that it is possible to present

stimulus in such a way as to direct the learning activity by

means of external influence. Further, all these phases admit

of investigation and can be sufficiently understood to render it

possible to determine with a considerable degree of accuracy

what kind of stimulus should be furnished at a definite time

and the best method of presenting it and of directing the

learning activity. It, therefore, follows that much can Iw

learned concerning the best methods of teaching and that no

lesson can be properly taught without careful preparation on

the part of the teacher both as regards matter and metliotl.

3rd. External Conditions of Study.—Jn no other phase of

school life in America has the improvement been so marked

during the past few years as in the environment of the

child during school hours. As indicated on p. 67, these

changes have been due to a study of the needs of the child

and also of the various departments of knowledge—such as

school architecture—which relate to the different forms of

requirement.

Dlustrations.—The following are submitted as illustrations of

ways in which such training as that to which I have referred

ni.iy prove of actual service in the schoolroom. Tlie first deals

with a physiological, the second with an ethical, and the third

with an intellectual phase of school experience :

1. Trealmfnt of Mijnpin.—A gentleman who is a well-

known authority in a science department of university work

has been kind enough to allow me to make use of the

follov.'ing statement

:
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"From irarlifttt chilillKHul I wan very nearsighted, hut I wft» iiinot«en

years of ago ht-foro any ptTsori niciitinneil the suhjcot to me or

fiiig^L'nt4'<I that I should get glastit'!^, During thofie yearn I had at

U'rtHt a tlnzen different teachers and was perwnally ocqiuiiited with a

nuinlK.T of physicians mIio were friends of our family,

" At sehool, in the seating of pupils, no attention was pai<l to viiual

or auditory defeets, and the result was that I was usually pla<:f.-d in a

|wrt of the room where I eould read little or nothing of what was

written upon the hlaekl^Minl. When the teacher wrote problems upon

tho iHiard and rep«-aled them orally I tried to nniemher whsxt was

s;xid, l)ut when they were written with<mt tn ,iding or explanation I

was quite at sea. K .ever, I sutreedwl in making a gixxl showing

in my studies, and this prolahly was one reason why the defect of

eyesight was unnoticed.

"I fared even worse on the playgTouml, I couUl not hit or catch

the hall, btniig unable to see it in time. I was often hurt and being

considered clumsy was not chosen in a game when other material wa*

available. The result was that finally I was simply debarntl from all

sports. I got credit for being dnamy and for not oheerving cloauly.

It was a common occurrence for a friend to remark, ' I guess you must

have been dreaming again to-day. I paswd cltwe to you on the sli-cct

and you looked at me and passeil right on.' I would answer, * Why,
I don't remcmlwr meeting you !'

"Apparently by tho merest chance, one day when I was groping

alwut for something a friend saiil, * You are nearsighted ; you ought

to get glasses.' This was, as I have said, when I was nineteen years of

age.

*' I consulted an oculist and after he had examined my eyes asked

liim if ho thought I neerled glasseH. He laughiJil anrl said, ' I was

wondering if you didn't need a little dog and a string to leail you

arounil.

'

*' My glasses were a complete revelation to me ; they opened up an

unseen world and for days I had difficulty in adjusting my sensori-

motor mechanism to the changed conditions."

Now, it is probable that upon reading the fi-regoing state-

ment any teacher of the "dozen" referred to would admit

tliat the oversight was a serious one, and would be surprised

that anyone could Imve failed to notiee the abnormality. Tlie

facts, however, that statistics show that such cases of defective

eyesight are much moni c^-mmon than is usually supposed, that
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the tendency of most Bcliool conditions is to increase tlio diffi-

culty,* and, furtlicr, tlmt witliout previous triiiuing the defect

is almost invariably ignored by the teacher, should be suffi-

cient reason for adopting some other method than that of

trusting to the teacher's unaided intuitions.

In a properly-conducted training course such a difficulty is

anticipated, and the methods of overcoming it investigated in

such a way as to render a subsequent error, of the nature of

that in the example (juoted, practically impossible.

One of the earliest facts learned in psychological study is

that there can be no knowledge without a ba.sis in sen.se

presentation. In an investigation of correct and incorrect

applications (on the sensory and motor sides) of this and

related principles the fact is emphasized that there must be

sense presentation at every stage of mental development and

more particularly in elementary work. Such discussion opens

up the consideration of a wide range of schoolroom subjects.

One of these is the utilization of the school blackboard. It is

found that to secure the best results it is necessary that the

blackboard be brought into frequent requisition and that what

is written upon it be seen by every pupil. An analysis of the

visual process reveals the fact that there are many ways in

which this desired result may be prevente<l ; e.g., if the black-

board is defective, if the word is improperly written, if the

lighting is imperfect, if the teacher stands between the pupil

and the written won!, if the eye does not function properly, if

the optic nerve or cerebrn.! centres are diseased, if the mind is

intent uiion something else—in none of these cases will a

proper perception be made.

In the investigation of that particular phase of interference

presented by defects of the eye it is found that myopia is by

far the most frequent and important source of trouble. Thus

by a definite process of analysis the student is brought face to

•S« Natun Ftrrtehan} tiiui SchuU, Prvyir, 1«»7,
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face with tho problem which hntl been ovorloot-ed by tlie

t«u('heni in the illu»tration givnii.

In tlie investigation of this problem the tcaoher in training

Htmlir tho tLti. 'omy and physiology of tht; eye in considerable

detail by di^tseition and fi-oui nimlel. He reudt widely on the

subject so as not only to understand tlie ccmditions but also to

urjilerstand them in their relation to classrwim work. The

tatter point is worthy of emphasis. The pliysicians who were

acquainted with the boy in the case deMciiljed above were no

doubt quite familiar with tho technical deUiils of myopia and

they hadf in all probability, never considered the subject from

the educational standpoint.

The student-teacher investigates naethods of diagnosis and

treatment. There are numerous ways of detecting myopia.

1 upils who are shortsighted may Iw asked to report privately.

The teacher may notice that a pupil is straining his eyes, that

he holds the l)ook close to his face in reading, etc. It is better

at the beginning of the term, in all coses, before seating a class,

to have a visual and auditory test. A skilful teacher will,

without any special apparatus, make such a test in a few

minutes by easily-available devices, such as writing small

letters or speaking in a low tone. Tnstead of seating pupils

alphabetically, as is often done, the trained teacher seats them

in such a way that they will be able to accomplish the best

results. Further, it is often wise for the teacher to suggest

to parents the advisability of consulting an oculist and secur-

ing proper glasses. The idea, so often proclaimed, that parents

are inclined to resent such an act. as an unwarrantable inter-

ference is, so far as my experience goes, purely mythical.

Parents are usually eager to co-operate with the teacher in

securing what is best for their children.

Now, a teacher who has been trainefl along the lines indicated

—and teachers are so traineil in every gtHtd training-school

—

has formed a habit of dealing with such problems, is always on
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the alert fop such ol>staclos, and as a rrsult would liavo dotpcted

the defect in the cxamjile quoted. I think it will be genoiiilly

admitted that a teacher who had re<-e!ved such training and

who still neglected to apply it should not be allowcfl to teach,

and also that there is some excuse for those who have invest i-

gatcd such subjects carefully, and know how eiisily the wrong

may Iw righted, when they protest somewhat too vigoritusly

against what seems to them to he little less than criminal

negligence.

2. Trentmr.nt of a Vase of Truancy.—A boy was brought by

the truant ollicer to the private room of the principal of a

city school. lie was reported as an inveterate truant, idle,

but not \'icious. On the last occasion he had succeeded in

playing truant for over a week without detection. He had

the down glance and uncouth appearance characteristic of

the boy who has come to the borderland of tramp life.

At first he was reticent and sullen, but upon being con-

vinced that the conversation was confidential, that the purpose

was to try to get at and understand the situation, that the

school principal was really interested and sympathetic, and

that from the conditions of the case he must do the talking

himself if anything was to come out of the interview, he

slowly changed his attitude and finally talked quite freely.

He said he hated to go to school. The other scholars in

the class were younger and smaller than he, and he couldn't

learn fast. Some years ago a large hoy had coaxed him to

play truant and he had played oif and on ever since, some-

times with other hoys but recently mostly by himself When
he played truant he didn't think about anything in particular.

He just watched the birds and things. Sometimes he went
in swimming. He was fourteen years old. He supposed if

he hadn't played truant he might have been promoted to a

higher class, but didn't see much use in it anyway. He
didn't know what it was to be a citizen, or to have a vote.
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He k„ow wl,„ ,I,e mayor of tl,e city was. He was at tl,o
^.rcl,l,gl,t pro,.,.ssion «l,on tlic mayor was inau;,'urat,..l. Ho
ha.Int thouglit anyH,i„g al,out wl.at ho wo«l,I Ih, when he
beca,„e a man. The diflerenco l^-twon twenty-one and
fourteen was seven years. He could rcmemher .seven years
back and that (hMn't seem vc,y far to l,„,k forw-.rd to Ho
supposed he would have to ,Io „o„,ething when he grew up
JVo one had ever asked him what he intended to do and h,.
ha.ln t tliought about it at all. His mother was dead His
father was a tailor; he didn't think he would like to be a
toiler. Fmally, he said he would 1« willing to go down to
his e assroom that day and eon.e up tlie next morning and
tell the principal what he had rather be when he grew upHe went to the classroom, was as i.ile as usual, but seemed
more thoughtful. On the following n.oming he was waiting
at the office when the principal arrived and imparted the
information that he had ma.le up his mind that he wanted to
be a motorman on a street car. Ho exp,-essed his willingness
to go to the clMssnK,m and consider the ways in which school
work might help to make him an efficient motorman, and
report the following morning. During tlie day he seemed more
interested in the work and his attitude had certainly changed
for the better. Tlie following morning he surprised the princi-
pal with the remark tliat he had conclude,! that lie didn't
want to be a motorman; he wanted to 1« a conductor, and
assigned some reasons for the change of opinion. He was
asked to report the following morning on the previous prob-
lem applied to the new conditions. Jle did ,so and furnished
fro.n memory an extendi list of ways in which .scho,3l stu<ly
would fit him for the position of conductor. Tiie first was
that he would know how to make change, and the last that he
would know how to be polite to ladies and gentlemen He
said he was willing to try to prepare himself to be a street-car
conductor and believed he could keep from playing truant for
» month. He undertook to make gno,l his inference, and
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with the help of a judicious and sympathetic class teacher he

speedily effected a reform. The school conditions were much

the same as before, but he had found hin,s..lf, he had become

properly orientajted, and the work was interesting because it

was work to be attended to. During the next six months he

never played truant and at the conclusion of the term stood

well up on the promotion list. After that there was no

difficulty.

I hope this example will not appear trivial I have men-

tioned the details of the expr-rience just as they occurred,

because it is typical of a large number of cases which arise in

every elementary school. The treatment may not have been

the ideal one, and would certainly not apply to all cases, but

in so far as it was successful the satisfactory results were due

largely to an application of certain principles with which one

should be familiar before taking charge of a class. Let me

suggest a few of these

:

Before prescribing for a disease it is important to make a

proper diagnosis of the case. A depraved condition is not

reached in a few days. It is the result of habit and this habit

ia usually due to some influence unknown to teacher or parent.

For a pupil who has done wrong, frankly to look at his case

and to discover for himself the error, its cause, and remedy,

is usually the first step toward reform.

To be of value such investigation must he made of the

pupil's own free will. It will not be made in this way unless

the teacher is really in sympathy with the child. A good way

to correct a bad habit is to appeal to a worthy interest and,

it possible, have attention centred upon it until the individual

identifies himself with it as an end to be realized.

There are those who say "such rules would be of no service

in such a case. There is an instinctive something which guides

t'-.e teaclier to an understanding of the actual conditions, and

if he has not that natural power no amount of training will
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give it." Now, it is true that in tlie particular case (luotecl the

school principal did not think of a set of rules in succession to

see which might apply to the particular case, and yet he is

positive that had it not been for a preliminary reflective study

of children and of the psychology of volition it would never

have occurred to him to adopt such a course as he did adopt.

There are facts concerning children which are known by

every experienced teacher and which are at great variance

with usually-accepted opinion; e.g., I have known very many
cases where boys have been given an option between a three

days' suspension from school and corporal punishment. I

never knew of a boy who did not select the corporal punish-

ment in preference to the suspension. Teachers of long

experience see nothing remarkable in such a statement while

tho.se who have not had experience with groups of boys are

inclined to view it as incredible. In a professional training

course such as I have referred to the stud^^t-teacher follows

a line of analysis similar to that indi. J in the former

example of myopia, but in this case leading to a consideration

of the subject of truancy. He investigates the subject from

the standpoint of ethics, of child study, of the formation of

habits, and of detailed concrete cases similar to the fore-

going in which certain remedies have proved effective. In so

far as is practicable by actual contact with children in the

classroom he forms a habit of rational investigation. Thus
he gains an insight which enables him to deal with such ca.ses

in his subsequent teaching experience, with a skill which he

would never have attained if left entirely to himself.

3.
'' itment ofNon-haMtual and Habitual Co-ordinations.—

I .sh /iiclude by an example of the application of psycho-

logical fact to educational science in a specific field of the

attentive activity. The following are three out of very many
psychological facts which have been established in the study

of attention

:
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1st To concentrate attention upon a difficulty to lie over-

come aids the reconstruction. TI.o power to inhibit irrelevant

matters, to confine ones ,atention to the suhject in hand, means

mastery of the difficulty with the minimum expenditure ..f

time and energy.

2nd. To concentrate attention upon a well-established habit

is to arrest the activity by interfering with the fluidity of the

process.

The ordinary experience of stage fright is a good example

of this. The performer may know his lines perfectly, but the

extreme self-conscious concentration causes him to stumble

and halt. One finds it impossible to walk a plank fifty feet

above the ground, not because the operation is more difficult

than in the customary position, but because realizing the

danger of making a misstep one concentrates the attention

upon a habitual activity which requires no concentration, and

this concentration produces an artificial activity of weak and

erratic co^rdination.s. This afiforda an expla; ation for the

success of the method of concentrating the attention upon

something else in such a way as to leave tlie habitual activity

free f'.om interference.

3rd As a result of these two facts, and of the principle of

the "unity of attention" previously referred to, it follows that

in any activity the quickest reaction or reconstruction is made

when the attention is focused upon the point of greatest

difficulty and when the comparatively habitual reflex phases

of the activity are neglected.

When this tliird fact is brought as a contribution to educa-

tional science it assumes the form that (in learning) the focus

of attention should be directed upon that part of the problem

which presents the greatest difficulty and habitual activities

should be allowed to take care of themselves.

The following are everyday examples of ways in which such

a principle may be applied in the schoolroom :
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((() III learning Imw to sik-II tliu word "isliiiul" ii imiiil wlio

Imsstuilicd pliuiiics, and wIid hears the word iironouncod for tlie

first time, is able without any assistance, and wihout liaving

ever seen tlie w ritten word, to spell the word correctly, with

the single exception that he omits the letter " a." Time spent

in emphasizing the five self-evident letter^^ is worse than

wasted. Attention should be given to the real dilliculty

presented by the silent letter.

(4) In leorning simple addition, when proceeding from prol)-

lenus which do not to those which do involve "carrying,"

the entire activity is ha'oitual until the pupil reaches the

point where he has summed up the first column which gives

a greater total than nine. He has then simply to apply the

previous knowledge gained in the study of notation to the

peculiar obstacle presented by the new situation and this is a

comparatively easy task if the attention lie not unnecessarily

spread out over other subjects recjuiring no investigation.

Such a list might be extended almost indefinitely and still

include cases where this principle is being violated every day

and where by exercising care the value of the work might bo

doubled.

Now, the teacher in training should in this case, as in the

two previous examples, follow a line of investigation which

will render the principle consciously explicit and form a habit

which will ensure the application of the principle in future

work.

An analysis of the attentive act in relation to educational

procedure suggests the problem. Then follows an investigation

from the theoretical and practical sides. A good example of

the systematic way in which such problems are now being

dealt with ia furnished by a series of experiments conducted

by Professors Angell and Moore and described in an article

entitled " Reaction Time ; A Study in Attention," Psycho-

logical Scx-icw, 1896, Vol. Til, p. 24-5.
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These experiments establish beyond a doubt, from the stand-

point of experiment..! psychology, the truth of the principle of

attention to whic' j. have just alluded. Experiments have

also been performed in the schoolroom which demonstrate the

fact that children do learn more quickly when attention is

withdrawn from the easy and habitual and directed upon the

new and difficult co-ordination.

The fact thus fully apprehended, the student-teacher, as

in th3 preceding examples, proceeds to consider methods of

diagnosis and treatment.



CHAPTER VII.

THE TECHNIIJUK OK KDUOATIONAL SCIKNCR.

Ik the previous chapters I have endeavored to prove that

a science of education is possible and that the professional

training of teachers is a necessity. I shall conclude l>y a

brief consideration of the present content or technique of

eilucational science, and of ways in which this content may

be improved and increased.

Tlie number of publications on any one of the subjectg

referred to on p. 12 as forming part of a teacher's training

course is very great, and the bibliography* of educational

science has now become in itself a Si,udy of no small propor-

tions. An attempt to enumerate these publications or to

classify them according to order of merit would be quite

beyond the scope of the present work.

While it must be admitted that much of this material when

measured by a correct standard is found wanting it is also

equally true that a large portion of it is the result of a highly-

specialized type of investigation and has survived for a suffi-

cient period of time to show that it has proved of practical

value in the solution of educational problems. Notwith-

standing this valuable residuum I think it must be conceded

that educational science has not made progress commensurate

with its possibilities and importance.

• See BibHography of EdueatUm, Munroe.

Bibliography nf Education, ITall.

Btbtiography of Edvcatioiiy Hodgrins.

Books on education in the libraries of Columbia University, Library Bulletin

Ifo. i.
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Proycr in spoaking of German sr)iiM>l» suya (Xature

Fon,huMj und S,'linl,; Zeit 3, la87), " During llio last <W,u\e

nature in\ .si igiitiim lia» willmut doubt gained gniatcr inllu-

ence than over tiefore—on almost all sciences and arts, on

industry and means of communication, on the relations of nun

to one another and to the world. In ever-widening circles its

growing power is felt; and this activity is greeted liy some

with joy as the greatest culture ailvance ; liy others ncogiiiznl

with regr't and opposition. In only one of its titled terri-

tories has the newer nature investigation until now not pliiiited

its flag, viz., in the school. In a surprising manner, during

the general forward development of huiuan training on a

natural, scientific basis, the schools—the special institutions

for development—have remained behird. Tliey have in the

midst of the fresh spring green of the present retained the

withered leaves of the former time."

The advances made since the time when Preyer made tliis

statement have been great, but they are scarcely to be com-

pared with what will be accomplished when the full meaning

of the new scientific attitude is thoroughly comprehended and

rationally applied in education.

Many deterring influences which were then rife have not

yet vanished and it may not be out of place to examine a few

of the conditions which have retarded the growth of educa-

tional science.

1st. It sometimes happens that incompetent persons are

appointed to the supervision of educational afi"airs or to posi-

tions as instructors in teachers' training-schools. Possessing

no faith in educational science and no practical knowledge

concerning it, instead of leading the way, and inspiring and

encouraging to better things, they act simply as clogs upon

the wheels of pri _ ^s.

A striking iilustrat-ion of the results oi incompetent super-

vision is afforded by the history of the educational system
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of the kiMg.lciiii of Greece ns outlimvl in an article— "I)er

ele liar unlcrricl.t iin KoiUKrcich (iriccli.iiluiul "—by Cli.

Puumrku, Alh.i.s, i» D.ntcUe Z.iUchrifl fur An,lan,ll».h-»

i'ukrriihU »'«,.« f..r Octoln-r, 1900. Tl.e article states tlu.t,

from 1»3+ to 1895 tliero was a steady ailvaiice in cilucation.

At the latter date tho system li.ul l>ecoiiie well orgaiii»c<l.

There was careful and intelligent supervision from the

" Ministry of Ei'-ucatlon " down. The finances of the system

were placed upon a sound l««is. There were free schools,

trained teachers, compulsory education, etc. During the

three yea-s immediately preceding 1895 the yearly attend-

ance incre.sed from 00,000 to 138,CU pupils. The writer

goes on to say :

—

" On the 2Tlli of September, 1S95, the liw concerning elementary

nnd common sih(K>l instruction was l>.i»»«l, wliicli i: in force. Uy

the 7»th article of this law oil laws ami otlur reijuhilions «hich

until then hurt hail some influence on the advance of con.monschool

instruction were repealed.

"According to this )aw, whiih probaWy stands alone in the history

of education in civilised countries, the duly of sup rvising and rcjju-

lating puhlio instruction was taken fr<nn the minister aiul trausferre.!

to inspectors and supervisory IsMids, that is to say, higher cl. igymen,

laud owners, merchants and maiiutactu.. ,
physicians and lawyers,

directors of private schools and pensioiied military men. Ihe l<Kal

boards were completely ignored and maile servants of the insl>cetors,

as these and the supervisory boards took from them the right to

govern the scthools in their communities and even deprived them of

the privilege of supervising thrm. The teachers were robWd of their

independence and maile flaltei. i and servants of tlie inspectors, Is^ing

forced to rsk them for apisiintments, for continuation in then positions

or rank, or for non-transference and non-dismissal. The unil, of tlic

public-school svsteiu is destroyed, as the management lies in the hands

of fourteen different supervisory boards and an eiiual l uml«r of

inspectors. Thus there n-sults a confusion and chaos in the c-ndition

of the public schools, as now t'lere remains only an absolutely insulB-

eient and unsafe foundation, viz., the income of the communities. The

instruction itself is ruined and torn into shreds. The unified and

printed programs existing until then arj thrown to the scrap pile
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ami ftiti rt'iiliiri'd )»y ilm nmit wi^1lIy-vllnill^ tln'nr

inHtructinii lictil Ky tin- iiiK|»ft tin>* nf f:uh liHitliiy.

M'Ihm»1h art' (>lii-«><l, (i|H'tii<(l n^ilill, i)iniiiiinlii-<l ami i

tliiH tlie niitiH'v f»f till' htiatu in wiuiti-tl, n^ i-utinot Im'

ics of ciliinitiiiii ami

Williiiiit Wiiriiiii;;

nl.uxx). With nil

.itijilMiiM' witli tlu!

(litrerciit iiuixTvi>*niy ImkihIh, miliji-ct to no hi^jlicr aiitliority, arnl to no

Kii|N>rviHion, Kuayin^ liark ari<l forlli, hikI with the oihur c-oiicfah-d,

influential i*lrn»^ntH hai-k of th'tn."

In trainirig-sclirMiIs t!io evil cfTcctH of smh app<iintintMkts nre

not so evident as in sujuu-sision, but in tlio eiul tlu-y are, if

poasible, more disastrnus. Fioni stu-h instructors tlio tcaelior

in trjiining is nliiuwt certain to gain an attitude toward

educational scienco which renders sul)Me<|uent contribution

impossible. The work of tue course often degenerates into

a grind on "methods" outlined in prpscril>ed text-lM«»ks, or

into a blind imitation of a teaching model furnished by the

instructor. *

In cases where the instructor possesses scholarship Imt no

professional knowledge tliere is a tenileney to adopt the theory

that the one thing re(tuisite in such a course is to gain a

more thorcmgh academic kttowletlgo of the subjects which the

students will subseciuently Ire required to teach. Tlie time is

then devoted to a study of non-professtonal subjects and to

preparation for a final examination which is professional only

in name.

This latter type of training is to l)e preferred to the

"method" grind, for tlie student gains a more thorough

knowledge of the subjects to be taught and this, as we have

seen, is a most important factor in the teacher's preparation.

Nevertheless as a professional training course for teachers it

fails for two reasons: (1) Tlie mastery of a subject on the

academic or scholarship side can be more economically and

satisfactorily gained at a high 8<;hool or university than in a

professional training-school. (2) No matter liow familiar the

teacher may l>e with the facts of a subject, no matter how

*See article on " I^esROns of School Exhibits at raris," by MiBB Smith, Educational

Bevitw, Vol XXI, p. 17a
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tlioroUKlily Im rniiy Imvi- pii'imri'il f^r \\U n.iuldiiic cxnniiim-

tiiiii, lie i^ still uiii>n|iuiiil, willimit furllipr ciinsiilpiiiti'iii, to

prowiil the Kubjrct to a tbi»». Hi- must ri'inii'.iilcr tlin sulijcrt

friim tlio Ktnii(l|K)int of tlui Icnrniiig activity, must Htudy its

goiicsis mill lii},'iriil ri'liitimis, luiil |i,i'piiio himself to trmisliitp

it into till) ciinscicmsni'sH of tlio li"(inii>r. He must put liiiiisilf

ill tlie Icnrni'i's plme arnl g- liiisl to cnuntli'ss cmisiilmi-

tioiis which lire in no sense inoludi'd in tlio pifpiiration for ii

university exiiipimitiim.

This reeonstnictivn work Ip^-itinidtely fulls within tin' si-opn

of a professiiinal triiiniiig course, ami can 1« properly con-

(hu'tecl only when the instructor is fully al' to the necessity

for such reconstruction anil thcii'ouj,'lily pre . .cell for the work,

not only liy an aciulemic knowledge of the suliject liut also by

a previous practical iivestigation of educutiunal proMcnis.

2nd. Further, much of the tardiness in the advanc f

educational Bcicnco has been due to the fact that prohalil i

no other profession has there been such great waste of good

material and so much uiiscientifio jirniluction as in teaching.

A large percentage of those who have been engagefl in educa-

tional work have never contributed a single iota to educational

science. There have Iwen excellent teachers who have passe<l

away in silence whose experiences if reroriled would have l»en

of inestimable value to education. There are many teaching

at the present time who from undue mmlesty, or from the

pressure of daily duties, neglect to give expression to the

results of their experience and hence fail to contribute an

assistance to their fellows, which would be of more lasting

benefit to the race than will accrue from much of that which

now occupies their attention. On the other hand, there have

been a large nunilier who have contributed but whoso pro-

ductions are comparatively valueless owing to unscientific

methmls of investig..itiim. S^o much is this latter the case

that one of the greatest problems confronting the young
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student of educational science is how to select the valuable

and discard the worthless.

Tlie laws of control most adequate to the needs of the situ-

ations which arise in educational work are not learned by

casual observation nor by practical, everyday experience.

They are discovered and verified only by careful and continued

investigation just as are the laws of any other science. Edu-

cational advance has suffered i^rerely from an ignoring of

this fact. The result has been, on the one hand, to proceed

empirically, depreciating all experimental work, and, on the

other, to experiment, but to experiment unscientifically.

There has been a tendency to prejudge the case and formulate

hastily-constructed hypotheses. Where experiments have been

performed they have not been properly guarded from error

nor continued long enough to warrant any definite conclusion.

With some experimenters a certain hypothesis was to be

established, a few unscientific observations or experiments

were made which could be interpreted in such a way as

to support the preconceived theory, and it was forthwith

propounded as an established scientific fact.

Other experimenters have gone to the opposite extreme.

They have proceeded in an aimless fashion to collect trivial

and unrelated facts, leading nowhere, in order (Micawber-like)

to see if "something would turn up." They have simply

observed at random and described what they have seen. As

a result much valuable time has been spent in collecting data

which twenty years hence will, in all probability, be forgotten,

having produced little or no practical result. An eminent

geologist has said that when on an exploring expedition he

always has a number of geological hypotheses in the fore-

ground of his consciousness each clamoring for confirmation

or disproof, and much of the educational investigation of the

past would have been more valuable if the experimenter had

proceeded in a similar way.
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Anotlier waste of energy has been in the reduplication of

experiments through ignorance of what has been already

accomplished. A good illustration of such repetition la

afforded by the history of the problem of primary reading.

There have been thousands of experiments performed to test

the merits of different systems—the alphaljet, the word, the

sentence, the phonic, or some form of eclectic method. Many

of these 'nvestigations liave been fairly scientific, have cost

large sums of money, and have extended over many years.

Tlie results have established certain facta beyond all question

;

e.g., that for the most rapid acquirement of power of word

recognition a certain use of phonics is indispensable. There

are certain other points upon which thc^ conclusions are not so

clear ; e.y., the value of diacritical marks. Notwithstanding

this there is scarcely a city in which there are not some schools

where instead of directing attention to unsolved problems

these historical experimenta are being repeated in the pioneer

stagea and will be abandoned before they reach the high-water

mark of former investigation.

Another illustration of this is furnished by some of the

nature-atudy courses put upon the educational market a few

years ago as new discoveries, but which seem like copies,

marred in transfer, of a course carefully worked out and

applied in an eastern normal school twenty years ago. They

are not copies howevei. The discoverer of each, ignorant of

what had already been done, haJ found the entrance to a

mine of wealth, but with less skill and with ruder implements

than those who preceded him, hatl not secured as valuable ore

as they, nor had he even entered the chambers of richer metal

now being mined by others whose contributions are an

improvement on all preceding work.

The farmer of sixty years ago cut his grain with a sickle.

Thirty years later he used a cradle with which he could cut

five times as much as with the former implement. To day he
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rides a machine by means of which he performs with ease a

il which a hun/red men by the sickle method would find

difficult to accomplish. Much of the educational expenmenta^

tion of the present time is like that of a man who, 'g^orant of

later inventions, devotes himself to the improvement of some

kind of cradle.
. ^u ^

In no other sphere of labor is it so true as in education that

half the world do not know how the other half Uve nor how

their ancestors have lived.

A few years ago in the heart of old Ix,ndon, so famous for

its wealth of literary production, I observe.! a school class

laboriously learning to read by counting one for the comma,

and four for the full stops. In European countr.es, renowned

for their educational institutions, I visited schools where rows

of pupils were seated at long, old-fashioned desks, on benches

without backs, where the children's feet d«l ""* ^"* *'^;

floor, where some of the pupils faced a wall less than three

feet from their eyes, and where in one class P"Pl^--ff"?;^
arithmetic by copying longJivision solutions wh.ch hadW
worked out for them, and were varying the monotony by here

and there inserting a mistake. However, it would be entirely

incorrect to say that these examples are tyP-1 of -H European

schools. As a matter of fact it would be d.fficul to find

better work than was done in another classroom of the same

building in which the foregoing reading incident occurred.

Nor is it necessary t« go to the Old Worid to meet with

schoolroom surprises. If those who insist that " the teaching

of our schools has become too objective and too interesting

were to visit certain of these schools they would be speedily

disillusioned. The fact is that many educational cnt.cs have

taken their cue from a brief observation of an isolated experi-

mental station or from the public address of some extremist

and have proceeded to criticize on the basis that these represent

tte universal conditions.
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What is needed, perhaps, most of all is a careful summarizing
the best that is being done and has been done, a history of

eaucation, prepared by a committee of trained experts who
have set themselves resolutely to work in a truly scientific

spirit to separate the wheat from the chaff, to consign inter-

esting curiosities to the museum of antiquities, and to "boil

down and sugar off" the best that has been discovered in all

times and in all countries. Such a compilation must be avail-

able if mistakes are to be prevented and the best results

obtained from the expenditure of energy. Much is now being

done in this direction and much more must be accomplished

before the student of educational science can hope to have a

fair start as compared with students in other departments of

scientific research.*

A professional training course should combine the theo-

retical and the practical. Tlie staff and equipment of the

training, practice, and laboratory schools should be the best

available, and the length of the course such as to render the

formation of correct hab'ts possible. Care should also be
taken to see that in the post-graduate life of the super\-isor

and teacher there be opportimities for further development

and for contribution to educational science. The advantages

of travel, observation of work in other schools, study of the

best educational literature, attendance at teachers' conven-

tions, etc., have been greatly underestimated.

3rd. Another and perhaps the greatest cause which has

militated against the advance of educational science has been

the belief that education is simply an art, that there is no

such thing as a science of education and that consequently the

laws, if there be any laws, governing educational procedure

are to be derived from other sciences. It is held that if the

teacher has had a thorough training in the cognate sciences,

ethics, psychology, etc., he has when he begins to teach simply

to apply the knowledge thus gained. Proceeding in this way

"Sm report of Depftftment of SuperlDtcndenoe, N. E. A., Feb., 1802.
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it is evident, that any discoven- that is made is ,uade from the

standpoint o! the particular science stud.ed and not from the

^KotitSrof the application of this theory to pr.

fessional training are disastrous in many ways
:

(^)J^^^
required to ge. a good working knowledge of all the sciences

brought under contribution in education would reciu.re mor.

than an ordinary lifetime; e.g., so unimportant a subject as

sch^lroom tem^rature, subsequently referred to, demands

s^m^knowledge of experimental psychology hygiene, physics.

Tmistry, architecture, etc. The student in training, then

in a"plyTng the foregoing principle without having conside^d

^e educational requirements sufficiently to know how much

of each s essentials almost certain to devote himself exclu-

le^to some of these subjects and to neglect the others.

(2) in such a course the emphasis laid upon the proper mate-

rial from the standpoint .f the science studied may attach

Tmportance to what is comparatively unimportant from the

irrdpoint of education and partially or entirely ignore the

points most requisite in the teacher's prepara ion; e.g.,^

Lwledge of the Alrutz theory* regarding cold, warm, hot

and smarting-pain sensations, while absolutely necess Ĵor

anything like an adequate knowledge of the subject of tern-

p^^ture from the standpoint of experimental psychology

Cd be of little or no value in the treatment of an actua

Tchoolroom ca.se. The fact that the thermometer affords the

oSr-fe criterion for temperature is of slight importance

in psychological science and would be referred to only

incidentally if mention«l at all, and yet, as we shaU s e

later, a working knowledge of this fact is necessary m

''inrnttTrnplied in this that a definite and thorough

training in such subjects a. physics, FJ^ology and hygiene

per se is not a desirable and necessary preliminary for the

• S* Mind, Vol. VI (18K», P- "6, Vol. VII (1898), p. Ui.
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teacher's work. Tlie argument is Hint the teacher in training

must be judicious in selecting how much of each of thest^is

essential and how much is merely desirable. He cannot know
all that he would like to know, or that under other conditions

of life he could and ought to know, but he can cnme up to the

measure of his present possibilities with due regard to all his

existing conditions as best he can determine them.

Again, it is sometimes said, "There are a few underlying

principles in educational theory; these can l>e easily memor-
ized and subsequently applied." As a result of this view the

training course sometimes consists simply in a memorization
of principles and of methods of teaching.

Now, as I have endeavored to show there is no such educa-

tional theory independent of educational practice, and if there

were it would be comparatively worthless.

I studied chemistry f.om a book for six months before

seeing a chemical experiment performed, or performing one
myself. I learned the names of the elements and their com-
bining weights, memorized formulas, etc., and could repeat

much of what was stated in the text^book. That, however,

was not learning chemistry. When I came to investigate the

subject in the proper way the residuum of my previous study,

in so far as it was correct, was of some little value, but, for

some reason or other, my incorrect attitude toward the subject

had become habitual and it seemed well-nigh impossible to

eradicate the old habit. On the whole, the preliminary text-

book training did more harm than good, for it started me in

the wrong direction.

"Do the thing and you will have the power" is as true

in education as in any other department. There must be
independent thought on the part of the teacher in training

if there is to be real progress. While avoiding the errors of

the follow-nature theory, and while making the best of all

that the history of education brings lo us, there must Ije
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formed a habit of looking at things first hand, of lighting

one's path by the lamp of personal insight.

The teacher's training-school of the future will be furnished

with a library, a practice school, and a laboratory school m

which the student can observe the highest type of work andm

which investigations will be made from the educational stand-

point, the conditions being such that the children will not

suffer from such practice and experimentatioa

In the earlier stages of the course emphasis will be thrown

upon the inductive side. Students will begin with an inde-

pendent investigation of the aims and ends of education.

There will be some experimental psychology and child study

and some comparison of different educational methods as

students have already observed them. Before reading much

pedagogical Uterature they will learn to adjust themselves

to a consideration of educational investigation by summoning

to the foreground of consciousness representations of their

own past experiences which bear upon the work in hand.

They will thus be prepared to proceed critically and rationally

to a consideration of wUt has been done by others and, in

the practice school, to test their conclusions and form correct

habits by actual teaching under supervision.

niu8tratioil8.-The two foUowing examples are explanatory

of ways in which educational technique may be discovered

and utilized in professional training-schools.

I Schoolrovm Temperature.—Oi the methods adopted by

teachers in the regulation of the temperature of their school-

rooms the following may be taken as typical

:

(a) The teacher pays no attenuon to the subject. He is

physically robust and has accustomed himself to rigorous

di«!ipline. He is absorbed in his work and does not notice

extremes of temperature.

(b) The teacher is sensitive to abnormal thermal conditions,

but he considers only his personal happiness regardless of that
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of the children and relies entirely upon his own feelings as

the standard. If he f -lils too warm he opens a window at
one side of the room and a door at the other side and turns

oif the lieat. He then forgets all about temperature until he
findc himself beginning to shiver with cold. He then closes

the door and the window and turns on the heat. He continues

to repeat this process from hot to cold and buck again to hot
perhaps a dozen times during the day.

(c) The teacher has studied the subject of heating und has

made a hobby of it. He can do nothing and will allow

the pupils to do nothing unless the temr'-rature is within a
narrow limit of a few degrees. He is constantly consulting

the thermometer and the pupils and making changes in the

heating and ventilation. He has not gained control of the

subject; he has permitted it to take possession of him.

(rf) The teacher succeeds in keeping the room properly

ventilated and at a normal temperature without appearing to

give the matter special concern. In fact, to a casual observer

he seems to pay no more attention to the subject than the

teacher referred to under the first category. There is, however,

a very great difference. The teacher of this type has learned

the necessity for controlling the conditions and the methods
of control. He enlists the wise cooperation of his class. He
sees that there is a reliable thermometer easily accessible. He
is familiar with the heating and ventilating apparatus placed

at his disposal, etc. In other words, in so far as this part of

his duties is concerned he is proceeding scientifically.

Let us now enquire how a teacher in training may acquire

such attitude and power,

1. Importance of the Problem.—The first step is to familiar-

ize oneself sufficiently with the facts to make sure that the
subject is one which is of actual importance to the educator

and not of an imaginary or trivial character. A brief con-

sideration of such facts as the following should be sufficient
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to »h.,w that tl.e subject !« one wl.ich «mu.,t !« «is,ly ig.u-.e.l

by the teacher

:

Sudden change, in temperature are usually attended oy

danger and have often resulted in severe illness and death.

As a rule extreme sensations of heat and cold resulting from

sudden changes of temperature cannot be inhibited and they,

therefore, render satisfactory study in.possible. By slowly

increasing or diminishing the temperature these extremes

may be reached without the conscious notice of the pupi

.

The abnormal condition is accompanied by certain well-

defined physiological characteristics; e.y., flushed face etc.

The results of experiments show that under such comh loi^

the functioning power of the system is retarded and that the

accompanying symptoms bear a striking resemblance to tho^

of oveSue. Furtwer, the question of heating is closely

bound up with the more important problem of ventilation,

and the teacher cannot properly deal with the one unless he

understands the other.

Now. the argument is not that every expenence which

interferes with the educational process should be made the

object of detailed investigation but that the difficulty here .s

of so serious a nature as to require such treatment.

2 Methods of ObservatUm.-no.yins satisfied himself that

there is a problem demanding attention, the student-teacher

next proceeds to study methods of observation and response.

The question is to determine ways to develop technique,

which will enable the teacher to properly diagnose the case.

Considerable scientific material is available in this connection

Medical authorities are pretty well agreed, as the result of

experience and investigation, that the best temperature for

a room under ordinary schoolroom conditions is from sixty-

three to sixty-nine degrees Fahrenheit. Any temperature

between these limits may be considered norma
,
although

certain factors may enter in to change these limits; e.g.,
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in u riMin where ull ui-o taking physical exercise tlie tem-

peruture should be lower.

Kubner-
(
LehrhuchJer Hygiene, sec. 5, ch. 2, pajje 157), says

:

"In reference to the hygienic demandfl the first question is to what
iUijret our houses siiuuld be heated. This varies according to the con-
ditinu» of tlio hodies of the inmates. With muscles at rust and with
light clothing high degrees of temperature are necessary. For a person
wlio is working, or who is wearing heavy dotliing, low temperatures
are sullieient. A hungry person one who is poorly nourished, easily
freezes, while a well-nourished person, with a well-developed layer of
fat, is comfortable. Cold and heat sensitiveness varies ; one may
l>ccomo accustomed to a higher or lower temperature of the air. The
simplefeeling of comfort, however, does not demonstrate the suitability
of a certain temperature.

"Withtlie clothing customary in our latitudes, also with a relative

humidity of 40 to 80 per cent., living rooms and schoolrooms should
have 17 to 19 degrees C. (62.6 to 66.2 degrees F.), nurseries, 18 to 20
degrees C. (64.4 to 68 degrees F.), sleeping rooms 14 to 16 degrees C.

(37.2 to 60,8 degrees F.), sick rooms 16 to 20 degrees C. (60.8 to 68
degrees F.), workshops and factories, according to the kind of occu-
pation, 10 to 17 degrees 0. (50 to 62.6 degrees F. ), gymnasiums 13 to

16 degrees C. (55.4 to 60.8 degrees F.), theatres, concert halls and ball

rooms 19 to 20 degrees C. (66.2 to 68 degrees F. ).

"The determination of the proper temperature will always present
difficulties, as only rarely attention is paid to the proper choice of
clothing, and the differences in clothing, apparently insignificant to the
lay person or one less observant, are generally perfectly sufficient to
explain tlie various opinions on the comfort of the temperature of
heated rooms. Humid air is felt as warmer than dry air in medium
and high temperature.

"One can readily comprehend from the above remarks that in the
unequal occupations of the persons in one room, for instance, in the
absolute rest of one, and the performance of work by another, it is

difficult, even impossible, to find a temperature suitable to all. If in a
schoolroom a temperature is maintainefl, agreeable for the pupil, the
limits of endurance of temperature by the teacher, who must exert his
muscles, will have been reached."

In discussing the same subject from the schoolroom stand-

point Dr. Burnham says {Pedagogical SemiiMry, Vol. II, p. 31) :

" In this country it seems necessary to have the temperature
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of t;>e sclioolroom nearly seventy degrees Fohrenheit. It

should never exceed this, and, with a<lequate ventilation, may

be lesr. Mr. Rafter investigated the temperature in the

schoolhouses in Rochester some years ago. By a preliminary

test he found great variations in temperature in different

rooms. ' The schoolrooms, numbering more than two liundred,

were then supplied with thermometers and the teachers care-

fully instructed as to the manner of taking observations, etc.

The observations were taken ten times a day for one week.'

His observations led to the conclusion that ' the temperatures

invariably increase as perfection in ventilation decreases.' In

well-ventilated rooms where the temperature ranged from sixty-

two to sixty-six degrees the teachers usually testified that they

found the rooms too warm when much above sixty-six degrees."

Another point of importance concerns the humidity of the

air. Experiments made by De Chaumont and others indicate

that in England the moisture in air of standard purity is

about seventy-three per cent, of saturation. Investigations in

this country indicate that the humidity in pure air in our

climate is much less.

In addition to the assistance derived from the study of the

best medical and educational literature which has been written

on the subject, the student will receive valuable aid from an

investigation of heat and temperature as outlined in standard

books of physics and physiological psychology and from indi-

vidual experimentation.

Such reading and experimentation should, if possible, be

supplemented by the definite personal investigation of some

phase of the problem.

As an illustration of such research work I submit the

following outline of a series of experiments. My purpose

was to determine to what extent it is safe for the teacher to

trust to the temperature sensitiveness of himself and pupils

without consulting a thermometer.

The first series consisted of nine testa taken in a normal-

school class of one hundred teachers in training, all of whom
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liittl hiici a trafhing exptTii^iia^ .if iii 1, ,i,st liiio year. In pvery
cane the studnit wa« ankol to nmlie an iii'l.'jM.iHl.'nt guesg of
the temperature of the room. An efToit was luml,- to eliminate
every factor wliich by way of suggestion or oth<Twi», would
interfere with the accuracy of the results. With the exception
of the first test the tests were made in pairs, the first of each
pair being ma<Ie soon after the class enU'reU the nxira and the
second test half an hour later, the temperature having chanced
during the interim.

Ist. The following is a summary of the nine hundred
guesses made :

*

Twt 1.—Fifteen minutes after Htu
dents entered room . .

,

I

Test 2.—Five minutes after stU'

dents entered ruom .

.

Test S, —Thirty minutes after Test
No. 2

(Test 4.—Fifteen minutes after stu-
dents entered room . .

.

Test 6—Thirty minutes after Test
No 4

Actual Avtngt
,

Tempcrstur*
I Oueia r^wfiit

of ftoom lu

Fahrvnhelt.

I

Test 6.—Fifteen minutes after stu
dents entered room . .

Tost ".—Thirty minutes after Test
No. 6

Hide
hy 100

Student!

es

Hliihett
Ouew
Msda.

73

72

62

(Test 8.—Fifteen minutes after stu-l

dents entered room ... 1

Test 9.—Thirty minutes after Test
No. 8 73 6fi

87

73

•I un indebted to Profeoior Angell of the Department of Pn.cholo«, Is the Cniw
S„?i, 1."«''"h "'"T"!".!,"J:?.'^'"«

""""^' " "P«''i,ent.tlo„,and to J. H^Putn™,, 11 A Headniaater of the Provimial Model School, Ottawa, Canada. u,d othermemben of the .tafl of the Model School, for data sumraarijed in U,l. rej^
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By cuniparing tin- avi'r«j!<i nwultK Ht tim <'x|pinitiiiii of thirty

minuteit of gradual cliange of U'lnfHTutiiro with tlioMn at th«

' nnning w« find :—In Kxpfrira«ntH 2 and 3 an ineronHB of

1 grecH wan conHiilercd a decrease of 2 dogn-en ; in Experi-

mpnta 4 and 5 a diH-rcaso of 6 dcgrtf'H wan conHidcriMl as no

change ; in ExporimentH 6 and 7 an increatin of 6 degrtfs wbh

considered an increase of 1 degree ; in ExpcriinentH 8 and 9

an increaoe of 8 degrees wa» considered an increase of

3 degrees ; in Experiment 8, where there had been an increase

of 8 degrees in 30 minutes, no student guessed a decrease

;

84 students guessed an increase of less than 6 degrees, and no

student an increase of more than 6 degrees. The results

seemed to indicate pretty clearly ; (U That ability to guess

temperature improves with practice. (2) That within normal

limits an increase or decrease of five degrees in half an hour

cannot be detected by the feelings.

2nd. Tl'.9 second series of tests was along similar lines Rnd

included three school classes in addition to the teachers'

training class. The following is a summary of results :—

Number of pupil i taktDg\

the test /

Average age of pupils

31

(iirk.

12yr«.

Number of minutes elapsing

from time when class en-

tirud room until test wan
taken

Number of Fahrenheit de-'l

grees of change in tern- \
perature during this 1

period J

Numb<!r of pupils who
thought there had been

no change in temperature.

Number of pupils who
thought the room had
become warmer

30

63
tu

ioys.

33
Boys

lOJ 10.i

40 30

03
to

U9
+ 6

67
lo
58
-9

30 33

5

87
Boys.

100 N.S.
Students

32

70
+ 5

90 50
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Nmiilmr iir piiiiiU »h
JhiiuKht tlio t'H<m Imil
buL-utiiu uolilur

Numlwr i>f piinila who mid
thrtt ln-foro their attention
wai drawn to it thuy HjuI
notiixd timt tliu tuinii. rii

turo wan glowing uncuni
fortalily waiui

NumWr wlio «nid tliey had
noticLHl it aH growing un-
oonifurtably cold

TcACHEB'a Opinion.

Temperature ot which nomc
pupil would notiL-ti

ing tenilKiuture aa "
warm "

Temperature at which the
mojority of the cloaii would
notice it

Temperature at which lome
pupil would notice fall

inij temperafire as " tm
cold "

Temperature at which the
majority of the cla«« would
notice it

These experiments tend to estftblish : (1) That under
ordinary conditions one cannot guess the temperature of a
room w.h sufficient certainty to warrant one in relying upon
heat and cold sensitiveness as a proper guide to tlie regulation
of schoolroom temperature. (2) That as a g, neral rule an
increase or decrease of five degrees in half an hour cannot be
detected by either teacher or pupil under ordinary schoolroom
conditions.

Now, a further investigation will show that there are certain
characteristics, e.g., nervousness or drowsiness on the part of
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the class, which will sugs^cst to the observant teacher that the

temperature is not normal. Nevertheless the thermometer is

the only safe guide. We, therefore, conclude that in every

schoolroom there should be an accurate thermometer, properly

placed, and that it should be referred to frequently.

3. MethotU of ifespo.tse.—Having learned how to detect

the abnormality the teacher in training next proceeds to an

investigation of ways of correcting the evil. Anything like a

detailed statement of the best methods of correction would

lea*! us too far afield for the present discussion.

Speaking generally, the teacher should be familiar with the

physical and chemical science bearing directly on the problem ;

e.g., the principles of convection and of gaseous diffusion, the

composition and density of air, impure and pure. He

should have a practical knowledge of the best means of

heating and ventilation that have been discovered, should

know how to obtain the best possible results with such

apparatus as he has, and be able to suggest or make improve-

ments when necessary. In short, he should understand the

entire situation in so far as it has immediate relation to the

problem in hand.

To recapitulate, in the investigation of any phase of educa-

tional technique there is, in the first place, the determination

of a working conception of the true aim of education. We

next seek for means by which to control this process in order

to attain our end. The focus of the system is always a break

in experience which requires reconstruction. The point of

greatest breakdown may be, as in this particular example, a

negative consideration, a way of relieving a barrier to the

fluidity of the process. The teacher says, " This room is too

hot;" she means, "This is a situation which interferes with

the educational activity in hand and this system of experi-

ence requires reconstruction."

Such problems are conslanlly arising and one duty of a

training course is to prepare the student-teacher to cope with
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such difficulty. The aim determines tlie pniljlem. All prob-

lems are not equally important. There are certain difficulties

which mu.st be solved in some way by every teacher in every
grade from kindergarten to university. The example taken
that of heating and ventilation—belongs to this common class.

It is far from being the most important kind of problem but,

although comparatively commonplace, it i.s of sufficient impor-
tance to render it necessary that every teacher should six?nd

some time in its inve.stigation.

The determination of the necessity for the consultation of a
thermometer is but one of the many phases of the problem of
heating and ventilation and is, therefore, relatively of even
less impf>rtance.

The foregoing detailed outline of investigation regarding it

is submitted simply as suggestive of treatment which may be
adopted regarding countless minor educational problems which
are still unsolved and which can be profitably worked out Vjy

a training cla.ss without serious interference with the regular
work of the schiiol.

II. School Govrnment.—Wherever there is a class there is

a social institution in which the teacher and the pupils

participate. The unity of life gives the law equally to the
one and to the other, just as in the family or in any other
social institution. There are certain duties and privileges

pertaining to teacher and to pupil respictively, and these
have been investigated on the theoretical side, and scientifi-

cally tested by careful and long-continued expenment.s. There
are thou.sands of definite principles to be found in standard
works on the subject, whether treated generally as in VHX)ks

on ethics, sociology, political economy, etc., or pedagogically

as in books on school organization and management and the
history of education, which arc endorsed by all who have
investigated the subject.

These principles or rules do not exist as static pigeon-holes

into which the teacher can fit each experience. They are
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v^uTbk7nly in so far a.s they serve as instruments of insight

in clarifying the given situation. They aid common sense;

they do not displace it. This is, perhaps, most clearly illus-

trated in the treatment of school discipline, the rock upon

which so many young t^^achers make shipwreck. To take a

simple e^mple, it is a universally-admitted fact that "human

nature is such that there is no surer or swifter way to secure

disobedience on tlie part of a chi.d than to command him to

perform certain acts and then to allow the acts to remain

unperformed." An extreme violation of this principle is seen

in tlie conduct of those who flippantly demand improper or

impossible things and then treat the matter lightly or jest-

insly when the child disobeys. But it is sometimes affirme<l

as a corollary to this principle that if a teacher gives a

command in good faith and afterwards finds that he was in

error he should adhere to his original position for fear of

weakening his dUcipline ; e.g., a teacher insists upon the mis-

pronunciation of a word or gives an incorrect mathematical

solution or issues an unwise command or blames an innocent

pupil and afterwards discovers his mistake. The question is.

Should he endeavor to rectify his error 1 This is no imaginary

case. Where is the teacher who has not had some such

^Now^Tf the principle to which I have referred has been

learned' from a book as a final rule to be applied without

examination of the needs of the particular situation, its effect

in this instance will be to interfere with the general aim of

the school and probably to defeat the very purpose for which

the rule is applied, viz., the preservation of good discipline.

Further, it may prove a strong temptation to the teacher

to perform what is really from the negative standpoint an

immoral act, by serving as a cloak for leaving undone what

ought to be done.

This apparently extreme exception when properly analyzed

m found to be in entire accord with the rational application
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of tlie general principle quoted. The t(;acher who corrects

his error in a quiet, manly way does wliat is best for the

community under the circumstances and conforms to a
principle which underlies this and every other ethical law.

It does not follow that he must adopt a course of perpetual

apology for every trifling act which is not ideally perfect, nor
that ho is to proceed upon a vacillating method of adminis-

tration, or that he shall consider it a light matter to make
such blunders in the future. The law comes in to emphasize

the necessity for greater knowledge and delilreration and is

itself enriched by the possibility of its application to this new
case.

"Love of children" and "common sense" are invaluable

elements in the makeup of a successful disciplinarian, but the

majority of failures in discipline are not traceable to a lack

of either the one or the other. Such failures are usually due
to a hazy conception, or misconception, of the proper social

relations existing between teacher and pupils, to ignorance of

what ought to be done under conditions which ar- Jmost
certain to arise, and to the adoption (in an unexpected crisis,

on the spur of the moment, by sheer force of imitative habit)

of a method used by some former teacher under entirely

different conditions—a method which at best was, perhaps,

a very poor device. In other words, the teacher fails because

he has not inve.stigated the subject sufficiently to be able to

anticipate the difliculty and deal with it when it arises.

So long as hum»n nature and social conditions remain as

they are, teachers of large cla.sses, especially those in elemen-

tary schools, are likely to meet with cases of lying, truancy,

stealing, etc.; and a preliminary investigation of particular

cases, real or imaginary, will save them from many serious

mistakes.

Further, the teacher's failure in discipline often arises from

ignorance of the actual attitude of the members of the class
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toward ethical questions, and a natural tendency to consider
that the aims of pupils are lower than they really are, and to
forget that the immediacy of the social life of the schoolroom
renders decisions upon ethical questions a necessity for the
pupil and affords him an opportunitj .or observation of details
outside the range of the teacher's vision, and rendere decisions
upon ethical questions a necessity.

The mode of dcTelopment of the technique of educational
science m one phase of educational work does not differ
fundamentally from that in any other department; e.;,., the
teacher in training gains an insight which will enable him
to grapple successfully with difficulties in school government
by a method similar to that suggested for gaining control of
the problem of school temperature.

Tiiere is the investigation of the general problem of school
government and a selection of difficulties which really require
investigation. There is on the historical side a study of the
best available literature on the subject, and on the practical
side an experimental investigation of concrete cases to know
what ought to be done by teacher and pupils and what is the
attitude of children toward the problem.

The following may serve as an illustration of the way in
which such experimental investig, tion may be conducted

:

Some years ago with a view to determine the attitude of
childrer. toward the subject of "talebearing" I sent a series
of questions to a numl«r of teachers with the request that
they submit them to their pupils. Replies were received from
one thousand lour hundred and sixty-nine persons from
schools in various localities. The answers were written by
pupils during composition hour; no comment was made by
the teacher. One hundred and six replies were received from
teachers in training, one hundred from high-school students,
and the remaining one thousand two hundred and sixty-thre^
from public-school pupils.
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The following ca«e wa» projKwed for consideration
"John throws a snowball through a pane of glass in the

schoolroom window. James sees him do it. No one else
sees him do it. They know that if they r,.p„rt t.e case the
only punishment will be that John will be required to pay
for a new pane of glass."

Pupils were requested to answer "yes" or "no" to each
of the twelve questions proposed and to give their reasons.

1st Question. "Should John tell on himself if the teacher
asks him if he broke the pane?"

"Should John tell on himself if he is not asked ?"
"Should James tell on John without waiting to .see if
John IS going to tell on himself and without beinsr
asked to tell?"

*

"If James is ,^ked to tell, should he tell without wait-
ing tfl see if John is going to tell on himself 1"

'If John does not tell on himself should James ask
him to tell?"

"If John then refuses to tell, and James is not asked to
tell, should James tell J

"

"If John refuses to tell, and James is asked to tell,
should James tell?"

'When the teacher finds that the pane of glass is
broken should he say to the c!a.ss that he wished
the boy who broke it to report privately?"

9th. " If the boy does not report privately should the teacher
try to find out w, j broke the pane of gla.ss?"

' Should he ask each boy if he broke the pane ?

"

"Should he ask each boy if he knew who broke the
pane ?

"

"If every boy says he did not break the pane, and
James says he knows who broke it, should the teacher
ask James to tell who broke it ?

"

These questions as outlined were subsequently discussed at
large assemblies of teachers and the greatest diversity of

2nd.

3rd.

4th.

8th.

6th.

7th.

8th.

10th.

nth.

12th.
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opinion was cxpresseil. A number aiiiil tliat they believed

"the quietest way to l)e tlie test" and that they made it a

rule in discipline to avoid all disagreealile mai-iers
;
in the

case quoted they would simply see that the furniture was

replaced at the expense of the community and would ask no

questions. Some said that under no conditions would they

allow tattling in school ; they made it a nde always to punish

any pupil who informed on another, no matter what the

circumstances might be. Others held that it is the duty of

everyone to see to it that the one who does the damage pays

tor the repairs ; they acted on the principle that " to conceal

crime is to abet crime " and they made it a rule always to

punish a pupil who withholds information under such con-

ditions as those in the particular case proposed. In other

words, in some cases, at least, the solution had been arrived

at and acted upon with little or no deliberation on the part

of the teacher.

On the other hand, the written answers of the thirteen

hundred high and public school children near the adolescent

period showed that they were practically unanimous in their

assent to the following statements :

1st. The cost of repairs to school property damaged by a

pupil should be borne by the pupil or his parents,

and should not be imposed upon the other school

supporters.

2nd. The punishmer.i. by "discipline of consequences" in the

particular case proposed is a pist punishment.

It is the duty of the pupil who does the damage to

inform the proper authorities in order that repairs

may be made and that the community shall not

suffer.

It is the duty of the teacher to endeavor to have the

repairs made by the proper party.

6th. What boys call "a row in school" is a very disagreeable

thing and should be avoided.

3rd.

4th.
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6th. "Tattling" is a selfish and cowardly habit, not to be
tolerated except in case of little children who "do
not know any better."

7th. It is a "mean thing for a boy in such a case not to
tell on himself and so have it that the property
may not be repaired and other Iwys may !« pl.iced

under suspicion."

8th. Fvery ca.se should lie decided on its own merits and
not by some fixed and inexorable law.

A pupil twelve years old in answer to one question naively
remarked, " 'Whether the boy who saw the furniture broken
should tell or not might depend on how large the other boy
was.

"

This example is not taken to prove that pupils always know
what is right or that they always act up to the full extent of
their knowledge. It may be said in passing, however, that
the wider and more continued one's experience has been the
more likely one is to have faith in the ideals of children and
to trust to their sense of honor.

Nor is the illustration offered as a form of child study to
be adopted without consideration. There are sacred t«mples
within the citadel of the soul which should not bo rudely
entered. It is possible that much of the so-called ethical
study of children should never have been carried on, and
that the results are at best only a test of tlie peculiar tenets
in vogue in the social environment of the child.

Many of the criticisms on such study, however, proceed on
the assumption that those who do not believe in the training
of teachers never make mipt.akes of this kind. I have seen
one of these untrained experimenters spend an entire after-
noon with a class of fifty pupils investigating in minute
details the pros and cons of a fight which had occurred on
the school ground at noon. As a result of the experiment a
dislike for school was created on the part of the pupils, and
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on the ethical side the influence tended rather to immoral

habit than otherwise. A trained expert would have gained

by private interview in five minutes a more adequate view of

the situation than this teacher gained in two hours.

The methods of discipline resorted to by the untrained

teacher in "getting experience," often mar the harmony of

the schoolroom and injure innocent pupils, who are compelled

to gaze in trembling and humiliation upon scenes which stamp

their impress indelibly upon the memory.

No doubt the teacher improves by the experience thus

gained and regrets the mistakes of the formative period, but

what about the children ) A careful record of such irrational

experiments, if it could be secured, would prove a convincing

argument in favor of a judicious form of child study, and of a

proper preparation on the par* of teachers.

There are many whose opinions are worthy of careful con-

sideration who agree with the statement that " teachers who

know nothing of the reflective aspects of their calling, who do

not try to comprehend as well as to love their pupils, who

despise science because it cannot take the place of devotion

and of instinct, may be successful teachers." So far as I have

been able to observe, however, such teachers invariably fail

when put to the test of actual experience.

The conditions of an ordinary elementary school class

—

and it is to such a cXaaa that the principle is supposed to be

especially applicable—are usually such as to test to the utmost

the resources of the thoroughly-prepared teacher both as

regards presentative material and methods to be applied. The

teacher who before being placed under such conditions depre-

ciates the efforts of former teachers, and imagines that an

abstract principle of love will be sufficient to carry him over

all obstacles, resembles Kant's "light dove wliicli, piercing in

her e.'wy flight the air and perceiving its resistance, imagines

that flight would be easier still in empty space." If he really
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loves cliildreii he discovers liis error and ei.donvors under
circumstances of greatest dillieulty, and often at the expense
of his vitality, to correct his mistake.

But after all is it possible for a teacher to " love pupils,
without trying to comprehend them " ? Docs not true love
always express itself in an eSfort in some way to be of service
to the object of its affection? This means a sympathetic
interest which implies a willingness to put oneself in the place
of the one to be helped and to see things from his standpoint,
and surely this cannot be done without an effort to understand
the situation.

Tliere is a better way than that adopted by the teacher who
relies entirely upon the love instinct, on the one hand, or that
adopted by the superficial pedant who works entirely by copied
rules, on the other.

One of the functions of a teacher's training-school, as I
understand it, is to prevent either ct these classes from
attempting to teach. A training cours? should be only for
those who do possess natural aptitude for teaching. It should
enable them to combine love's individual liberty of action with
the insight gained through training and experience, and so the
more nearly to attain the lofty ideal of a true educationist.
This implies an ability, as each of the endless contingencies
of school life arises, at once to select the best possible line of
conduct having in .iew past experience, the present needs of
the situation and the development of the child for his subse-
quent place in the social sti-ucture.*

•For other extmplea of nimiljr investigation l)y the »athor lee :

(o) "Schoolroom Fatiifue." Schnoi Journul, New York, 1896, p. 573.

(6)"Ethic3 of TalebMrinit," Proeudingi Ontam Bduauimal Au<uiiUum
Toronto, 1898, p. 238.

W "Csnulian Normal Schools," Ptdagogical Seminary, Clark Univeriity, 18M,
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Summary.

In tlie foregoing iirguraent I have endeavored to eHtalilish

the following :

—

Ist. In considering the meaning of the term "science"

emphasis should lie placed upon the functional or dynamic

pliaso of science as furnishing a carefuUy-constructpd instru-

ment of control hy which future advance will bo rendered less

difficult.

2nd. If we adopt a functional criterion for science and

education it follows that a science of etlucation is possible.

3rd. Educational science is not an application of any other

science or group of sciences but is itself an independent

science with a technique of its own developed by an investi-

gation of problems from a purely educational standpoint.

4th. The aims of educational science are formulated mainly

upon an ethical basis ; the means upon a psychological basis.

6th. All teachers should receive professional training.

6th. A good phy.siqiie, natural aptitude, scholarship and

culture, should be demanded as prerequisites to such training.

7th. The adverse criticisms usually urged against the pro-

fessional training of teachers are chiefly due to four causes :

(a) A misstatement of the real question at issue.

(6) Lack of knowledge concerning the actual facts.

(c) Defects in existing training-schools.

(d) A static view of education and of science.
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(JUOTATIONS JUOII IIKPLIES RECEIVED FROM UMIVERglTY

PnOFE8SOR8.

" SpEAKI.Nii generally, tlio first and most essential prerequisite

for pliicinjr tlio training of toacliers ui)on a scientific basis is

insistence upon the most thorough and scholarly attainments
in the subjects to be taught.

" In addition to that tlie more one can know of the liistory

of education, and the organization of educational systems with
their consequent results in the proilucing of men, the better

and wiser teaclier and administrator is one likely to be.

"There is at present too great diversity of opinion touching
the 'true psychological gospel' of the educational process
to render insistence upon assent to any one theory either

justifiable or wise.

"Personally I believe tliat moilern psychology with its

pedagogical implications is of utmost signiticance for sanity
and wisdom of procedure in elementary instruction.

" I think that such knowledge is, under the existing educa-
tional system in this country, of less moment as one goes upward
in the educational levels, and, therefore, of least importance
practically in university work. Even there, however, I think
such knowledge undoubtedly conduces to judicious and intelli-

gent method.

" It is not for a moment implied in oil this that anyone can
be converted into a gmid teacher by the employment of any
method whatever It is a question of simply securing the
maximum of efficiency from sj)ecific individuals.

119
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" The greftt teaclier will Mtill Im 1«)rii rntlior lliaii iiiwln
;

he will in lurgeiit meiwiire use aour.cl metliuda in the »i-tual

conduct of lii» work instinctively."

"The normal nchnol einplmnize9 method ; the college inaiata

on knowledge. The happy mean is best."

"When the public recognizes the lami-ntable deficiency of

present methods it will demand better trained teachers. The

recognition and the demand will come gradually. The present

system is emphatically more desirable than no system, but it

could be greatly improved in all grades."

"More can, must and will lie ilone to make t«aching a

profession in the highest sense of the term."

"Modern pedagogical courses tend to save beginners from

making the mistakes which their predecessors made and to

learn like wise men from the failure of others."

"Professional training of the right kind and wiihin propt,

limits is desirable for all teachers from the university down."

"For secondary, college and university teachers the first

requisite is to A?ioio the tnhjtct, and the second to be endowed

by Providence with common sense ; a knowledge of the history

of education, of psychology and of the art of teaching, are

highly desirable, but by no means so c lirable as the two

requisites named above."

"Most normal schools emphasize methods regardless of

whether the subject h.-is been mastered. On the other hand,

college teachers, while insisting on a thorough knowledge of

subjects, often take but little pains in presenting subjects as

they ought to be presented. There is a happy mean which

would improve both classes of teachers."

"The teaching of methods and school routine is likely to

do more harm than good. If the history of education and

psychology are attempted they should not be the mutilated

things they now .are. They should form parts of general

history and pf ihology in a true scientific sense."
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" Ksperience in tnnrliing bIiouM prncolo profpimiorial train-
ing."

"The present academic requiremepU for profeiuional study
ihoiild be rained."

"The p«<lngi>gical training in normal schooli and univenitieii
ia good only in apots."

"We cannot advantogeously combine instruction in the
subject-matter of Icnuwiedge and instruction in methods of
communicating that knowledge."

" The main defect of teachers at present seems to be a lack
of knowledge of the subjects which they undertake to teach."

" As a poor metho<l becomes good in the liands of one who
enjoys it, jo a goixl method becomes positively bad when used
by one who has not adopted himself to it."

" If a teacher has not a thorough knowledge of his subject,
methods won't ea\u him."

" The lessons which a teacher in training actually teaches
under the observation and subsequent criticLsm of a competent
and experienced teacher is, in my opinion, the only part of the
present system that is of value."

" The great weakness is not in the training of teachers but
in the political nature of appointments and the meagreness of
salaries offered, which fill the schools with men of lesser qualities
and with immature girls."

" Normal schools should confine themselves to the training
of teachers for elementary achuols."

" University pedagogical training should Iw post graduate."

" I should not favor any sacrifice of scholarship to technical
professional training."

"The good teacher is born not made. The best student
is the best teacher. He who keeps up his enthusiasm for
scientific truth and gives to it a personal interest in his
students will be the most successful teacher everywhere."
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" I do not believe there can be much profit in learning to

teach a subject by one wlio is not proficient in tlie subject."

"Professional training for university teachers would be

undesirable. It is better to depend on our present general

method of subjecting the teacher to university training and

taking the strong man when he is kind enough to turn up."

" The best training Ilea in working with a good worker and

catching his spirit."

"The training of teachers is on the best scientific basis

attainable when it includes the best of what is comprised in

the courses leading up to the two degrees of A.B. and Ph.D."

"Teachers in elementary schools have not a sufficient

background of information discipline in subject-matter. In

universities there is lack of method. Every teacher should

have a college education or its equivalent, some instruction

in general educational problems and history, and, for most

teachers, some training in technique. In cases where they

have studied with good teachers and have natural ability the

last element may possibly be omitted. Communities should

pay enough tc make it possible to demand these requirements."

"A fundamental and uniform system of training will not

make a good teacher out of material which has no aptitude

for it. Such training can only make a fairly-efficient grinding

machine which in proportion to its success is the more fatal to

the richer and subtler elements of character and individuality.

A thorough, yet free and practical, study of mental and moral

growth of personality in those to be taught is desirable."

" The oresent system, like almost all other things past and

present, seems to be a mixture fairly satisfactory in some

respects and more or less misatisfactory in others."

"Professional training is very desirable, but it should be

based upon, and not substituted for, an adequate general

education."

" The danger here seems to lie in the petty little rattletrap

idea that someone may please to call ' scientific basis.' Life
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and nature, especially '. iii.iii n.itu e, are too large and
complex to be put into the ' basis ' nd when you think you
have it, off it goes to higher and better things than the

scientific basis ever figured on."

"Such training can be made scientific only in so far as

psychology and ethics can be made scientific."

"Teaching is an art, as much so as the management of a
military campaign, ami the faculty fordoing it—grading down
from genius to ordinary knack of managing or getting on
with young people—is of too fundamental a nature to be

communicated to anyone. What he has can be improved and
cultivated by proper training, especially by actual practice."

" The only science, in a reasonably strict sense of the word,
should be the sciences .vhich bear on pedagogy, physiology,

psychology, hygiene, etc. ' These in most cases ought to be

taught for the good of the teacher who is in the making
rather than for the theory of the science in question. No
knowledge of sciences alone can make a teacher, nor, on the

other hand, any genius so great that training of the right sort

would not be helpful."

"Teaching is an art, but every art has a scientific basis and
it can be in a measure well taught."

"If 'scientific' means sound, methodical training which
shall exalt personality in teacher and student I believe it

will become increasingly possible, and it is an end worthy
of great and persistent efibrt."

"No art that is so wealthy in its demands and in its

relations to human needs as the art of teaching is will ever

be put upon a purely scientific basis. We do not live by
science alone, but by love, instinct, tact, and personal

experience. These always transcend our science however the

latter may grow. A wholesome, progressive training for

teachers, with a due use of science, but without crystalli-

zation into a ' system,' will always be in order. The normal
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schools and universities may both take part in this progress.

They will be useful only in so far as they try not to 'devise'

systems but to learn from ypar to year something new, and to

apply what they learn to solid work."

"Some in trying to be scientific bring human beings (the

pupils) down several stages and assume that their best develop-

ment can be reached by treating them as if they were simply

bundles of instincts."

"There are two factors required in a successful teacher, (1)

knowledge of hia subject, (2) capacity to deal with pupils.

The teacher to be gets the first in schools and colleges, and

the second he can acquire only by practice. Any arrangement

by which would-be teachers can really find out if they have a

capacity to teach is of service."

" Of the three elements necessary for a true teacher, viz.,

personality, material or attainments, and method, the first,

though of supreme importance in all grades, is increasingly so

as we go down the grades, and the second, as we go up the

grades. As to the third—a formal, communicable, scientific

method—I believe its importance has been greatly exaggerated

in modem times. A truly scientific method would be a

rational application of the science of psychology. But this

science is as yet so imperfect that an attempt to male a

method formulated wholly on it would do harm rather than

good. As yet the informal, intuitive methods of mother and

born teacher, corrected here and there by a knowledge of

psychology, is all that is left us."

" The history of education can be taught in as scientific a

manner as the history of any other function of man's social

life. Instruction in methods of teaching is to be made

scientific by being accurate and comprehensive."

" There can be no doubt that some sort of professional

training is very desirable for all sorts of teachers of all

grades of schools."
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" I do not remember ever to have heard that a university

teacher was benefited by strictly pedagogical training. Some
of them are pretty bad and certainly could be improved, but
I hardly think a course in pedagogy would do much for them.
I do not think it possible to place the training of teachers

upon a scientific basis at present. The personal element is

such an important factor that no amount of training can
overcome certain defects or destroy certain powers,"

" On a basis of assumed and trustworthy knowledge of
principles, not simply on a scientific basis, it might be
perfectly possible to work out a system of training for

teachers in elementary and secondary schools that would
be really valuable and effective, provided one always insisted,

first, on having its subjects (the proposed teachers) persons of
decided natural gifts, and, secondly, persons of native power
to judge of the great instrumentalities suitable for carrying
theoretic methods into practice. The teacher, like the poet,

must be born before he is 'made.'"

"The training of teachers can be placed on a scientific

basis in a manner somewhat similar to that of other pro-

fessions—the practice of medicine, e.g. The difficulties may
be somewhat greater on account of the somewhat intangible

nature of the subject, but the difficulties can be measurably
overcome by the vigorous and persistent application of the
scientific method."

"Only those teachers who have acquired the power of

thinking and working independently can be regarded as
scientifically trained."

" The elements of discretion, judgment and adaptation of
principles to particular cases, seem on the whole to be rela-

tively larger in teaching than in military science, engineering
or even medicine. Still the scientific element remains and
is of vital importance."

"An adequate system of professional training upon a
scientific basis will eventually be evolved."
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" No person should be admitted aa a public-school teacher

without having studied pedagogj', theoretically and practically,

for at least two or three years :n a normal school, and nobody

should be admitted as teacher under twenty years of age

The German normal-school system is good. There pupils

ent«r the normal school after leaving the highest grades of

the pjl'lio school and receive, in tlieir five or six years' course

in the normal school, education, and, at the same time, a sound

theoretical and practical training. A course in the normal

school should always include at least one foreign language,

fo' no one knows his own language unless he has had an

opportunity of comparing it with another."

" Education is the development of life. The fault of pro-

fessional training lies in a narrow conception of scientific law.

Until we know more we must leave room for the play of

forces which do not enter into our science."

" All who look forward to teaching as a life work should

receive a proper training in the science and art of eduoatioa"

" If a teacher loves his subject he will soon learn what not

to do. If he does not love his subject no amount of training

will make him a good teacher. The best training is to set

a man in a classroom of boys to teach them and learn by

doing it."

" No one should be permitted to deal with the minds and

bodies of children—especially young children -without as

thorough an understanding of their structure and action as is

required for an engineer in regard to his machine. The

present neglect of thorough ii-.struction ux faychoiogy, physi-

ology and hygiene is a criminal absurdity."














